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Burley crop goes on sale Emotional games on tap
host
Nov. 18 in Kentucky
for MHS,CCHS grid teams fund-riser this weekend
See story on page 2A

See story on page 4B

See story on page 2A
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—News In Brief
President Reagan offers Seviets
'fresh start' in UN address today
NEW YORK (AP) - President Reagan, proposing a "fresh
start" in U.S.-Soviet relations, is urging the superpowers to promote negotiations between rival factions in five troubled countries, with free elections as the goal.
"Lives are being lost each day" because of Soviet expansion in
Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Ethiopia and Nicaragua,
Reagan charged in remarks prepared for delivery today to the
United Nations oeneral Assembly.
Explaining an apparent shift in U.S. priorities for Fteagan's
Nov. 19-20 summit meeting with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
from arms control to resolution of regional disputes, a senior administration official said unless Soviet expansion is checked, "it
will be difficult to make progress in other areas."
Stepping up his diplomatic initiative, Reagan also scheduled a
late afternoon meeting with Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A.
Shevardnadze to map plans for the Geneva summit.
This morning's speech, the fourth by Reagan to the United Nations, described U.S.-Soviet differences as "deep" while inviting
Moscow to support changes in the leftist governments of the five
countries.
"I look to a fresh start in the relationship between our two nations," Reagan said.
While pointing out what he considers past failures of the world
organization, Reagan told his fellow leaders gathered for the
body's 40th anniversary:
"Today it is more important to speak to you about what my
country proposes to do in these Closing years of the 20th century
to bring about a safer, more peaceful, more civilized world."
"The Only way to resolve differences is to understand them,"
Reagan said.
The president, on a busy second day here-,,,also had meetings
scheduled with Prime Ministers Betino Craxi of Italy, Margaret
Thatcher of Britain, Brian Mulroney of Canada, Yasuhiro
Nakasone of Japan and West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl.
Reagan asked the leaders of the industrialized democracies to
help him prepare for the summit with Gorbachev.
Mrs. Thatcher was reported by British officials to be trying to
encourage Reagan to keep the summit focus on arms control.
According to these officials, who demanded anonymity, he had
concluded after last week's meeting of Commonwealth nations in
the Bahamasthat the U.S. position on nuclear weapons should be
"reformulated."
At a 30-minute session Wednesday,a U.S. official said, Reagan
and Mrs. Thatcher both expressed concern that Gorbachev's proposal for a 50 percent reduction in nuclear missiles and warheads
was receiving wide publicity while an earlier U.S. cutback offer
was little noticed.
Reagan set up today's meeting with Shevardnadze as they
chatted briefly in the Empire Room of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
at Wednesday night's reception.
At the reception, Reagan also shook hands with Nicaraguan
leader Daniel Ortega as the Sandinisoa chief went through the
receiving line with other foreign leaders. But it was a noticeably
cool encounter. Both men
stiff and unsmiling, exchanging only brief words during the meeting.
In contrast, Reagan warmly received his other gues5s with a
smile, a handshake and in some cases a hug.
Among other leaders with whom Reagan chatted at the party in
the ornate meeting room was Chinese Premier Zhao Ziang.
Reagan also met separately in his hotel suite Wednesday with
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi of India and President Muhammed
Zia ul-Haq of Pakistan.

eppeared

Elsewhere...
By Lbe Assorialed Press
AMMAN, Jordan - Armed forces Commander-in-Chief Zaid
bin Shaker left Jordan Wednesday for the United States, where
he will discuss his country's military needs with American officials, state-run Radio Jordan reported.
PARIS - The French government announced Wednesday that
national legislative and regional elections will be held next
March 16 under a new system of proportional representation.
MUNICH, West Germany - An East German couple and their
two children escaped Wednesday across the border into West
Germany, a spokesman for the border police said.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - Rioters heaved hand
grenades and gasoline bombs at security forces in the Cape Town
area, and five more people were killed in anti-apartheid unrest,
police said.
PAPEETE, Tahiti - Eight French military men boarded the
Greenpeace protest yacht Vega early today after it entered territorial waters around France's Pacific nuclear test site at
Mururoa Atollhhours before a scheduled test, Greenpeace said.
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Murray experiencing year of growth
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
The number of building permits issued in Murray is up from
last year. As of Septhmber 10, 77
permits had been issued compared to 80 permits for the entire
year of 1984 according to Phil
Owens, chief fire marshal.
Owens predicts that the city will
probably issue over 100 permits
before the end of the year.
Local leaders attribute this
growth in the Murray-Calloway
County area to several factors.
Steve Zea, executive vicepresident of the Chamber of
Commerce suggested one contributing factor as that of lower
interest rates than before. Joe
Dick, president of the Bank of
Murray agreed that interest
rates are down to a "livable
level". They are still high, but
down from a few years ago, Dick
said.
The quality oflife the people in
the area enjoy was one of the
reason Randy Saladin, broker
with Edward D. Jones and Company, and his family moved
here. After months of research,
Saladin and hi family chose to
move to Murray mainly because
of the friendly attitude of the
people in this area. He adds that
people in Murray can enjoy the
"best of both worlds" in that you
can have all the advantages of
small town living, but are still
close to larger clUe.s such as
Nashville and St. Louis, he
added.
Another contributing factor to
the quality of life in the community is the good school
systems, both in the city and
county. Saladin said that the
education reputation of the area
schools was "very, very good."
Calloway County Judge Executive George Weaks
remarked that they are the best
schools in this part of the state.
Diversification plays a major
role in the economy of the area,
according to several people. The
diversification of the area largely falls in
four areas:
agriculture, industry, education, and tourism. Dr. James F.
Thompson, professor of
economics at Murray State
University said "I don't know if
It contributed to growth, but it
certainly contributes to stability." Thompson points out that
areas that are largely dependent
on one industry, suffers when
that industry suffers, such as the
coal mining areas.
Bill Boyd, president of Peoi
ple's Bank also said that diversification leads to stability.
Boyd feels that the industries
here are good, stable industries,
"not fly-by night" industries.
The university itself is a stabilizing influence on the community.
both Boyd and Dick said, it being a stable employer and not
subject to the ups and downs as
some industries are.
Tourism is a factor in the
growth of the community, largely because of the proximity to
the lakes and because of the new
Boy Scout Museum. The
museum within its own self will
have an impact on traffic, according to Dick.
Briggs & Stratton, along with
Ken Lake Foods and South
Eastern Book Company have
filled a void created by the closing of the Tappan plant, according to several commmunity
leaders. As well as employing
people in the area, industry also
attracts people to move into the
community.
"Generally, where there are
jobs, there will be people coming
to fill them," said Thompson.
Weaks says that the Economic
Development Committee has
really been working. He also
adds that when there is
something that will benefit the
city and the county. the people
get together and Work for it.
Most leaders feel that there
will be continued growth in the
community. According to
Owens, in addition to the permits already issued, two permits have Whin approved and
are waiting to begin construc-

tion and two more permits are in
the reviewing process.
Saladin suggested that the
community should try to entice
more retired people to come into
this area. There are several

benefits that he thinks would appeal to retirees, such as educational and other opportunities offered by the university, good
medical facilities, recreational
areas at the lakes, and several

golf courses throughout .-the
area.
"People are optimistic about
the economic future in Murray."
Zea concluded.
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CONTINUING CONSTRUCTION - Building projects are on the rise in Murray and Calloway County.
such as the Tress Building Center site on Whitnell Drive pictured above. Lower interest rates have been
cited as being a contributing factor to the construction upswing.
Muff robot° by Bashi Turk

start leaf pick-up program
November 4; guidelines are listed

City to

The City of Murray's Annual
Leaf Pick Up Program is
scheduled to begin Monday,
Nov. 4 and run through
December 20.
1
lilt first.area is to be picked
up by street department crews
will be on the north side of Main
Street to the north city limits,
working from east to west. The
second area will be the south
side of Main Street to the south
city limits, working from east to

west.
The Street department has requested that residents place
leaves on the grass between the
sidewalk and curb on the house
side of drainage ditches, where
there are no curbs. Leaves
should not be placed in gutters.
ditches or in the street.
The entire city will be covered
twice to insure that all raked
leaves are picked up. Bagged
leaves should be placed at the
curb side. There will be no loose

leaves picked
December 20

up after

No brush or tree trimmings
will be picked up by the leaf
crew this fall. For an estimate of
cost for branch pick up call
753-4321. or residents may
dispose of brush at the city landfill without charge. if the dumping vehicle displays a current city sticker. Free brush pick up is
provided by the city in the spring only.

State approves two grants for
Calloway County School System
The Calloway School System
has received word from Alice
McDonald, superintendent of
public instruction, that the two
project proposals submitted by
the Calloway County School
District for the Chapter VI, Excellence in Education Program
have been reviewed and forwarded to Washington for pbtenip
tial funding.
Calloway County was one of
two systems in the state which
had two projects forwarded to
Washington.

The two projects, two of 25
selected to be forwarded to
Washington from across Kentucky were selected from a
group of 51 proposals submitted
to the Kentucky Department of
Education.
One proposal is a proposed
project to improve school curriculum. and student achievement through creative combination* of independent study, team
teaching. and laboratory experience through interdisciplitiary team teaching with

•

science, mathematics, and
social studies (K-12i.
The second project is a proposed model program. for
developing transitional vocational services which will
facilitate effective planning to
meet the service and employmerit needs of handicapped
youth.
•
Both of the proposed projects
request a funding level Of i36r,000
each for a two year period. ac:
cording to Nanty Lovitt, administrative assistant.
*
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March of Dimes fund-raiser set
for Murray's streets this weekend

Membership Application
Wipswisse

Saturday morning, the streets
of Murray will be host to
WalkAmerica and TeamWalk,
both events designed as fundraising activities by the March
of Dimes.
Jenny Bryar, coordinator of
chapter services for March of
Dimes, explained that she has
been working on the Murray and
two other WalkAmerica's for the
past three months. Robert 0.
Miller, a local attorney, is the
local honorary chairman of the
Murray WalkAmerica.
Walkers, who have been
soliciting support for the past
few weeks, will gather Saturday, Oct. 26 at 9 a.m. at the
Playhouse in the Park in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
The WalkAmerica is a 10
kilometer journey along the
sireets of Murray. Participants
will receive shirts for participating in the event, as well as
prizes to be awarded to top-finishers. K-Mart and the Bank
of Murray have both donated
prizes to be used by the March of
Dimes.
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(.502/ 7.50-4/4/

I would like to join the Humane Society of Calloway County as a regular
member. (Please check appropriate box below.)

[]

Individual ($10)
Family
($15)
Patron
($25)

Sustaining
($50)
Senior Citizen ($3)
Sr. Citizen
($5)
(Couple)

Student ($2.50)
Corporate($100)
For Businesses
($250)
[) Of!

[] I would like to be an affiliate. I do not wish to participate in the
Society's activities, but I would like to make a donation to help care
for needy animals. Enclosed is $
•
•
Name
Address

Phone

Make your check payable to Humane Society of CallowAy County, and mail
The Humane Society of Calloway County
p. .0. Box 764
Murray, KY 420 71
(Phone:

to:

759-4141)

Money raised from the event
will be used by the March of
Dimes to continue 14 efforts to
protect the unborn and the
newborn, according to Bryar.
TeamWalk is an event where
groups of working adults represent local industry labor,
athletic and social clubs, added
Bryar as she explained the

event. To date, Fisher Price, K.
Mart, Wal Mart and WSJP will
all be involved in the TeamWalk
Saturday.
In hosting the TeamWalk and
WalkAmerica, Murray will join
more than 1,000 other communities nationwide who are
also sponsoring the events to
support the March of Dimes.

Glendale work tentatively scheduled
to begin in April,Puryear announces
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
Work on the widening and extension of Glendale Road has
tentatively been scheduled to
start in April according to John
Puryear, chief district engineer.
"We hope to let it (to contract)
next April," Puryear said.
Plans call for a three-lane,
curb-and-gutter road running
from south 12th Street (U.S. 641
south) to Kentucky 121. Because
of planned construction for the

widening of U.S. 641. city officials anticipate traffic problems on Sycamore Street, the
present connection from U.S. 641
to Kentucky 121. State funding
for the Glendale project was approved last November.
Puryear said that they were in
the process of purchasing the
right-of-way and then the
utilities will be moved.
"Everything is coming along
just fine," Puryear said.

Please check below any areas in which you are willing to help the Society:

13

Be a shelter volunteer
Go on cruelty investigations
Bake for fund-raisers
Work at fund-raisers
Help with newsletter
Be on a comnittee

Make posters
Give school programs
Help with youth group (PAWS)
Help with phoning
Help with pet therapy
Other

The Humane Sotiety of Calloway County is currently celebrating its 11th year of service to this
community. The Society's three main goals are the relief of suffering, the prevention of cruelty,
and the extension of humane education. Members are involved in rescuing injured animals, investigaing.cruelty and neglect, presenting programs designed to promote kindness in the public
schools, writing newspaper columns to inform the public about animal problems, and promoting
the spaying of animals to reduce the number of unwanted puppies and kittens. Much of the
Society's budget and time goes to the operation of the Animal Shelter whch represents its greatest
achievement as a service organization.
All of the Society's programs require active, dedicated volunteers, as well as the moral and
financial support of the community. Any person who has a desire to help needy animals is
eligible
for membership in the Humane Society. Dues and donations_are tax deductible.,and all
money is
spent for the welfare of animals.
Types of membership and dues are listed on the Membership Application above. Your
help and
financial support are needed.

Burley crop for 1985 to go on sale
Nov. 18 in Kentucky, report says
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP —
The 1985 burley tobacco crop
will go on sale in Kentucky and
the rest of the eight-state belt
Nov. 18, the Burley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative Association has announced.
Auctions will continue Nov.
19-21 and Nov. 25-27 before the
centers close for the 'Thanksgiving holiday.
The association said sales will
resume Dec. 2-6 and Dec. 9-12
before the markets close again
for the Christmas holidays.
They will reopen Jan. 6 through
Jan. 9.
Sales after that will be on the
first four days of each week and
thereafter until the crop is sold.
The association also adopted a
resolution that any unsold 1984
tobacco be sold on Nov. 18 or as

soon thereafter as possible.
Another resolution passed was
that tobacco cannot be officially
weighed prior to eight working
days before the opening of the
market.
Association President Ben
Cram said the 1985 crop appears
to be one of the best in recent
years, and he predicted an
estimated 550 million to 560
million pounds probably would
be sold.
Crain noted that the price support is $178.80 per 100 pounds
and said if the price support is
lowered by Congress, it would
created a crystal ball atmosphere on determining
prices.
The association also reminded
warehouses that the buying
companies will require that all

ROTARY SCHOLARSHIP CANDIDATES — Millie Ginunel, left, Louisville, and Rebecca Cole
of
Owensboro, both Murray State University Students, have been named as the Murray Rotary Club's
candidates in Rotary International Foundation year-long foreign student exchange program.
Miss
Gimmel is a junior majoring in speech and English and graduated from Waggoner High School
in
Louisville. A graduate of Daviess County High School, Owensboro, Miss Cole is a graduate student
in
biology. If selected for the overseas study to represent Rotary's District VI,each will have the opportunity to choose any university in the world at which to study. Pictured with the girls is Charles
L.
Eldridge, a member of the club's scholarship committee.

billings be identified by the unique ticket number. the number
contains the warehouse and
basket number.

OUR PRICE MAKES
IT A GREAT BUY!

Break-ins solved
Murray police have solved
three break-ins at McCuiston
Auto Electric, located 810 South
Fourth Street, and a Murray
man is currently being held in
the Calloway County Jail in connection with the three break-ins,
which were reported October 1,
11, and 23.
Keith Hewlett, 27, of 802 South
Fourth Street, was arrested
earlier this week and charged
with three counts of third degree
burglary, according to the Murray Police Department.
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Junior Fox® Pant
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1
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Orig. NOW
5 50 4.50
9 00 7.50
11.00 9.25

Mat

Tank Set

14.99

NOW

Junior Camp Shirt

*Angora blend
*S, M, L sizes
'Orig. $22

'Long sleeve
6S,.M, L
60rig. $12

000% acrylic
'Prints and stripes
'Orig. $16

7 99

*70% wool/30% acrylic
60rig. $22.50

NOW 8 99
Junior Sweater Vest

'Patterns, prints, tweeds
'Acrylic/wool blend .
'Orig. $16

*S, M, L
*Cotton/ramie blend
'Orig. $18

NOW

14.99

Men's Botany 500® Sweaters
*Prints and solids
*Orig. $22 to $24

.

NOW 9 99 NOW i 4.99 to15.99

10.99

Electric Blanket

'Sizes 6 to 16
'Orig. $32 to $46

, Twin

NOW 19.99 to 24.99

.
Full
Dual Full •
Dual Queen

.

NOW

McGregor® Sweater Vests for Men

Missy Wool Blend Skirts

Missy PolylWool Skirts

NOW 29 99

12.99

Missy Pullover Sweater
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*Red and blue
'Orig. $42

Men's Sweater Vests
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'Sizes 7 to 15
'Orig. $22
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*A Dingo® representative will be in our store to open his trunk filled with
the newest fall boot styles for children, women, and men. Let the expert fit
you in luxurious suede and leather boots to fit you lifestyle. Over 38 styles
in stock now with many more to come!
,
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PERSPECTIVE
garrott's galley

Civil rights stamped out
in Marxist Nicaragua
In case anyone has been blaming the United States for
wondering about the status of the elimination of domestic
civil rights in Marxist Nicara- freedoms.
gua.• they have once again
The Sandinistas said their
been Officially suspended. This decree suspending civil rights
not
is
particularly was necessitated because "the
newsworthy, since the ruling brutal aggression by North
Sandinistas made the elimina- America and its internal allies
tion of human rights their first has created an extraordinary
order of business after seizing situation."
control of the government in
Nicaraguan President Dan1979.
iel Ortega said "internal
Nonetheless, one might ex- pawns of imperialism" have
pect those liberals in the Unit- redoubled their efforts as a reed States who have supported suit of "the terrorist politics
the Sandinistas to express of the United States."
some degree of disappointImplicated as enemies of
ment when the government the state by Mr. Ortega were
south of the border openly ad- the Catholic Church, opposimits it can't tolerate civil tion political parties and the
rights.
press.
Such an expectation, of
Sandinista agents searched
course; is naive.
the Social Promotion ComAmerican liberals can hard- mission of the Roman Catholy be expected to denounce the lic archdiocese and confiscatconsolidation of communist ed 10,000 copies of a church
control in Nicaragua while bulletin. The government's
they are still justifyin_g_ the ban on public assemblies also
rise of Fidel Castro in Cuba will affect a series of visits
and apologizing for the U.S.- that Cardinal Miguel Obando
led liberation of Grenada.
y Bravo planned to make to
Many Americans have several Nicaraguan communiglued bumper stickers read- ties.
ing. "No Vietnam in Central
The Sandinistas suspended
America" to their automo- virtually all civil rights, inbiles. Presumably, this is a cluding those of free expresmessage that the United sion, public assembly, travel,
States should keep its nose out strikes and the privacy of
of Nicaragua and El Salvador postal communications.
Government authorities
and give the local communists
also
have been given a free
— supported by the Soviet
hand
to search private homes
Union and its allies — a free
citizens without
detain
and
hand to drag the citizens of
warrant
and
total censorship
those countries into slavery.
press
been made the
of
the
has
There is little doubt that the
Reagan administration would law of the land.
Mr. Ortega and his henchlike nothing better than to
stay out of Central America. men blame their crackdown
Morally, however, this is not ..on the fact that the United
an 'alternative when the Sovi- States is providing non-lethal
ets. Cubans,. Libyans, East support to the Contras, NicarGermans, the Palestine Liber- agua's anti-communist freeation' Organization and other dom fighters.
Marxists can always find an
enemies of freedom have been
invited into the fray by the excuse for stamping out their
own citizens' freedoms, and
Marxists in Nicaragua.
Nicaragua. incredibly, has Nicaragua's Sandinistas are
largely gotten away with no exception.

by m.c. garroft

MSU Press Day meshed with dedication;
Let's hope it's just a temporary move
I received an invitation the
other day that causes me concern. Cathryn and I have been
invited to the Nov. 2 dedication
ceremonies at newly-renovated
Wilson Hall at Murray State.
My concern is that the powersthat-be at the university have
seen fit this year to combine the
annual News Media Appreciation Day activities with the
dedication.
I hope this is just a temporary
thing. I hope it will not set a
precedent. I don't think the
university's news media friends
are going to appreciate seeing
the Appreciation Day format
changed.
A couple already have contacted me — even though I, being retired, no longer have
anything to do with it. They want
to know what is going on.
They have enjoyed coming to
the campus for "Press Day."
That's how it has been affectionately called for the sake of
brevity, although it signifies
both the print and electronic
media.
This year's program would
have been the 16th in a row.
Some of the news people have
never missed a one.
• • •
Press Day originated in the
fall of 1969. Dwain McIntosh,
Ray Mofield and I sat down one
day and planned the first one
with Dr. Harry Sparks' blessings. He was the president at the
time.
It was our feeling at the outset
— and still is today — that
something ought to be done for
the news media, at least once a
year, for being so generous in its
coverage of the university —
publishing its releases and pictures, broadcasting its radio
releases and sending camera
crews to the campus to video
tape reports for television.
Since Stewart Stadium opened

in 1973, the Media Appreciation
Day activity had been held
there. This has proven ideal.
The guests follow a map mailed
to them earlier to a reserved
parking area near the north
goal.
This enabled them to park
their cars and not have to come
back to them until they were
ready to go home at the end of
the'day. All the Press Day activities were right there in the
stadium. They like that.
Once parked, the little openseated car, provided by Parker
Ford, would be waiting to
transport them around the
stadium to the room In which the
morning's activities would take
place.
• • •
The news people like and enjoy this recognition and gesture
of appreciation on the part of the
university. One of the first
things they would ask when we'd
visit in their plants or meet them
somewhere would be, "When's
Press Day going to be this
year?"
Taditionally, It has been the
day of the Racers' last home
game. Western Kentucky or
Austin Peay, generally, have
been the opposition, and the
games have been dillies.
They like Press Day because
It has been one of the few times
newspaper, radio and TV people
come together at one time. They
like the opportunity it affords for
them to see and visit with one
another.
Each group has its own, particular professional organizations and meetings, but-seldom,
If ever, do they all get together
at one time so informally as they
do at Press Day.
The day's format has been virtually the same from the beginning. Each year, the news people
have been asked if they had any
suggestions for changing the
program. Invariably, the

answers come back, "Leave it
as it is."
• • •
Here's how a typical Press
Day goes. First, the news people
begin arriving about 9:30 in the
morning for registration', coffee
and doughnuts and "howdying"
with friends.
Then about 10:30 a.m., they sit
down together for a sort of semiformal meeting lasting about an
hour and 15 minutes. You'd
think an hours' registration time
would be too much, but they
relish this time of visiting and
talking with one another. It
always takes a few minutes to
get them settled down for the!
"meeting."
Everyone then is publicly
recognized, a featured speaker
says a few Words and some attendance prizes are given away
— all Murray State promotional
Items purchased from the
university bookstore.
Past speakers have included
former Gov. Julian Carroll; his
press secretary, John Nichols;
Congtesssman Carroll Hubbard; all the university's living
presidents; Courier-Journal
writer Bill Powell and others of
that caliber.
Sometimes a plaque or two
are presented to those who
seemed to have gone "the extra
mile" in supporting the university during the year past.
Everyone has a lot of fun when
the names are drawn for the
prizes — generally by a pretty
girl such as Miss Kentucky or
Miss Murray State. The men
winners always seem to get a
peck on the cheek from the beauty queens. The liked that — that
is, the men did.
Next, lunch would be served
conveniently in an adjoining
room, prepared and delivered to
the stadium piping hot by Joe
Dyer's food service people but
served by our wives, secretaries

agree or not

and student workers to save a
few bucks in labor costs.
As they finished lunch, each
guest would be given a reserved
seat ticket to the football game.
When it was over, they'd head
for home.
• • •
The news people like Press
Day, too, because it's a time of
fun and relaxation for them.
They didn'tliave to work. They
*ere GUESTS of the university
in every sense of the word. Nothing in the way of money
woes, building needs and the like
would be thrown at them with
the expectation that they rush
home and write columns of copy
about them or comment on them
on the radio or TV screen.
They appreciate that. The
whole day has been designed as
one of relaxation, food, fun and
good fellowship. They like that,
too.
This has been reflected each
year in the numerous "thank
you" letters and in the number
of people who show up. Twentynine showed up for that first
Press Day in 1969. Last year,
more than 100 came.
• • •
Press Day had grown into one
of the real campus traditions at
Murray State. It concerns me —
one who had a part in planning
the first 13 of them and one who
has never missed an opportunity
to see so many news media
friends at them — to see its format shoved aside as it is being
shoved aside this year.
Let's hope for the sake of Murray State and the continuation of
its well-established relationship
with the news media that this is
a temporary thing.
Let's hope, too, that next year,
Press Day will be back in its
traditional, popular format and
in the convenient confines of
Roy Stewart Stadium where it
belongs.

by s.c. van curon

'Politics plays a big role'

Funding education has history of problems

looking back
Ten years ago
A 1969' Dodge truck has been
purchased by Murray High
School Band Boosters to be used
to transport band uniforms and
band instruments to away football games and band contests.
Campus Lights of 1976 to be
presented Feb. 12, 13 and 14 will
have as its theme, "Bicentennial
Flavor." according to John
Goode of Cadiz. director.
The Rev. W.W. Pennington of
Tampa, Fla.. will speak at a
revival. Oct. 26 to Nov. 2, at
Calvary Temple First
Pentecostal Church of God. He
is a former pastor of the local
church.
Mrs. James E. 1Mary)
Hamilton has won several
honors with her rose arrahgements at various flower
shows at Memphis. Tenn., and
Paris. Tenn.
Twenty years ago
Wilson Gantt, registrar and
director of admissions at Murray State College, has been named chairman of College Committee of Murray-Calloway County
United Fund Campaign.
Mrs. Mary Hendrick was
honored with a surprise dinner
on her 91st birthday on Oct. 16 at
Murray Woman's Club House.
The event was hosted by her
niece, Mrs. Christine Garland.
First District of Kentucky

Miirray Ledger & Times

Federation of Women's Clubs
held its 52nd annual meeting on
Oct. 22 at Murray Woman's Club
House, according to Mrs. Jack
Kennedy, local president. Mrs.
Malcolm Cross was installed as
new governor. Mrs. Bill Peak is
the outgoing governor.
Jessie McClure was honored
with a dinner on Oct. 20 in
celebration of his 88th birthday.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Blondie G. McClure, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred McClure,
la truck drive with Company G
at Fort Knox, will take part in
Exercise.Sage Bush, the largest
Army-Air Force maneuver
since World War II at Camp
Polk, La.
A new garden type cemetery
to be named Murray Memorial
Gardens will be opened on property on the North Highway.
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Florence,
Ala., State 14 to 7 in a football
game before a capacity crowd of
6,000 fans at Carlisle Cutchin
Stadium here on Oct. 22.
Between 75 and 100 youngsters
attended Teen Town on Oct. 22,
according to Mrs. Darrell
Shoemaker, chairman.
Mrs. Carl Kingins presented a
lesson on "How To Make Work
Easier" at a meeting of North
Murray Homemakers Club held
at her home.
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By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT — Alexander
Pope,the English satirist, said it
long ago for Kentucky educators
when he penned, "Hope springs
eternal in the human breast; Man
ne'er is, but always to be blest.
Ever since World War II continuing efforts have been made to
produce an equitable financing
system that guarantees equal opportunity in education for the
children. None has been produced yet that satisfies everyone.
Even now a group of educators
is considering contesting the
power equalization formula for
distributing state funds to the
poorer school districts.
Kentucky dropped to 35th in
teacher pay last year while improving its position in expenditures per pupil from 41st to
39th. The drop was five places in
teacher pay.
Politics has played a big role in
financing education and has been
one of the major planks in every
governor's platform since the
war. The good and the selfish
roles have played parts. Twice
when a path to an equitable solution was within reach -self.
serving political eff
has
hampered full solutio
The Minimum F
on Program was approve
•ugh a
constitutional amendment by the
people in the 1950s that provided
for distribution of state funds to
local school districts on the basis
WRITE A LE777CR - Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verificatios. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters shoal/ be typewritten
and doublaspaeed if possible
and should be ow topics of
general interest.
Lotion must net be more than
MO wards.Lower letters cannot
be published.
Editsrs reserve the right to
osedense or •reject ma letter
ss
itreguesnt writers.
eau'-.
C$ to:
Editor: The Murray Lodger &
Times, Box OW Murray, Ky.

safre
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of average daily attendance instead of school-age population.
Elected tax assessors lowered
the assessments in succeeding
years to cancel most of the gain
of taxes voted by the people. To
cure the political maneuver of
reducing assessments, the Court
of Appeals issued its land mark
decision of fair cash value
assessments to equalize the tax
burden across the state.
Minimum rates were set for all
school districts to permit sharing in state aid funds.
The fair cash value decision
was trumpted as a Solution to the
problem, but politicians got
scared and immediately called a
special legislative session and
established a compensating tax
rate that said taxing districts
could not receive more revenue
from taxes than they received the
year before, plus 10 percent.
The school tax rate had been
$1.50 per hundred but based on

assessments of not more than
one-third of fair cash value and
as low as 14 percent. Hence the
compensating rate.
Power Equalization came
along in 1976 wherein the state
usurped the first 30 cents of the
local school district tax rate and
took this money to the state coffers to be distributed. Any
amount of rate above the 30 cents
was left for the local school
districts to use at their discretion.
All the while inflation and
growth had been spiraling
throughout the world and it was
hard for Kentucky to keep apace
even with the radical changes in
Its assessments and the addition
of the sales tax in 1960.
Power Equalization was
trumpeted as a great gain, but
again, selfish politics reared its
ugly head and another compensating rate was passed to blunt its
effect. Inflation and growth had
been running at the rate of seven

to 12 or more percent per year.
This would have been a bonanza
for education.
A special legislative session
was called in 1978 and a compensating rate was passed in House
Bill 44 that limited monetary gain
for schools to four percent per
year which wouldn't keep apace
with inflation.
The result is that the 30 cents
in rate the state took in 1976 from
the local taxing authority for
schools has now dropped to 22
cents per $100 valuation because
of the compensating rate for a
drop of an astounding 26.68 percent. While the local district rate
did not drop, the four percent
ceiling for gain in revenue was a
loss each year.
Maybe someday the politicians
will trust the people to correct tax
problems at the polls. An increase in taxes can be voted now
by the people, but the school
board must petition for the vote.
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66Tho paper says Daniel Ortega has suspended all_ civil rights
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ne goal for each of the 25 clients currently enrolled
alIN A.T.0 H (Work ilkettwees Treming•Center for the
Handicapped) and their families is to have the most
normal life style possible and to prepare each client for
maximal self-sufficiency
The Center is staffed with an executive director
supervising instructor instructor aide part-time bus
driver and when available volunteers as well asaides are
provided through JTPA and Murray State University
The clients are in attendance at the Center each weekday
during the hours of 830 a m - 2 30 p m
WATCH operates on an annual budget of approximately $55.000 which includes the salaries of our three
professionals Some funding is received through the
Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Board Inc . who contracts with our agency for
services provided to mentally and/or physically handicapped adults in this area Through this contract we
receive funding in two different ways The first is through
state general funds which had a ceiling of $12.842 for the
fiscal year 1984-85 This type of funding is based on our
enrollment, as compared to the enrollment of the three
other affiliates in the region The second is through
A I S M.R (alternative intermediate services for the
mentally retarded) The process of de-institutionalizing
individuals and intervening before others might be
institutionalized is the foundation for this funding
Through this source WATCH receives funds on a per
hour basis of attendance in our program. These two types
of funding only make up approximately 60% of our
financial support The remaining 40% comes from the
community Civic organizations such as Civitans Knights
of Columbus. Ki4wanis, local churches fraternities
sororities, and many others sponsor several fund raisers
throughout the year to meet our additional needs Since
government funding may drop significantly in any given
year. dependence on community support may vary from
40-70°'s

ACTIVITIES

Self-help/personal care
Each client attending WA T.0 H will attain those
personal care and hygiene skills necessary to allow them
the opportunity to become as self-sufficient and independently functioning as possible
Formal research. as well as general experience
indicates that the more people can do for themselves the
better they feel about themselves People who 'look
different tend to be highly noticeable In the past. many
mentally handicapped individuals -looked different" simply
because their personal hygiene and care was poor The
need for development of a positive self-image in keeping
with a responsibility for the preservation of human dignity
directs the staff at the Center to teach and develop skills
which will help each client to achieve a positive image of
their appearance
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.A.T.C.H. (Work Activities Training Ciiiiter fo-r—th
e
Handicapped) provides training to 25 mentally and/or physically
handicapped
adults over the age of 21. The public school systems are no longer
responsible
for their training once they reach 21 years of age. Enrollment has more than
doubled since the program has begun operation out of the new facility.
There
are 18 known enrollments in the public schools who,in the future, may have the
need to attend W.A.T.C.H.. However, there is not enough space in the current
facility to serve all future enrollments. The sharp increase in enrollment
for the
first year of occupancy was not expected,so additional funds will continue
to be
sought for the expansion of the program.
W.A.T.C.H. is partially funded through state general funds and the A.I.S.M.R.
program. However, at least 40% of the remaining funds must come from
the
local community. We must raise at least $16,800 during the remainder of this
current fiscal year to maintain operation of the Center.
The community should note that our Center does NOT receive any funding
from the annual Paducah Telethon.
The Center provides transportation for all clients who desire it, but with the
cost of fuel, along with the federal budget cuts, more support is needed.
As stated previously, because the local school systems are only responsible
for educating handicapped persons up the the age of 21, our enrollment will
continue to increase yearly. To continue our services in the future, we will be
forced to expand our facility to meet the demand for enrollment. Providin
ga
group home in the area is being considered as well. That is why WE must
depend on YOU, the community, to help support OUR program. The past
dreams of W.A.T.C.H. have became a reality largely due to community
donations. We invite you to take a special look at the Calendar of Events during
our annual fundraiser and help continually support the services provided at the
W.A.T.C.H. Center.

Independent Living
The need for the development of positive attitudes
regarding self-image and self-worth direct the Center to
teach and develop skills that will enable an individual to
become a functioning member of his or her household
These skills include food preparations, washing and
drying dishes. general housekeeping skills such as
dusting and vacuuming,setting a table and doing laundry
An individual who is able to perform these basic
household tasks not only becomes more self-sufficient.
but also becomes a more integral member of the household unit, be that of their own family home a personal care
home foster home.group home.or ultimately perhaps an
•independent living setting such as an apartment

Johnny Armstrong clocks in al Pagliais Restaurant
Patty Thompson alphabefires and straightens books while
working at the Calloway County Public Library
Brad On crushes an aluminum canto, a daily work activity at the
Center Cans are donated by the community and provide a source
ol monetary reimbursement to the clients for their labor

Vocational Opportunities

2

Proclaiming the Week of October 26 • November 1 as Fundraising
Week tor WATCH are Holmes Ellis. Murray Cdy Mayor and
George Weaks Calloway County Judge Executive Obs.rving the
Proclamation are Molly Booth chairman of the board tor
WA TC H .Peggy Williams. executive director. and Ava Watkins
board vice-chairman and fundraising representative

Brenda Donelson Johnny
Armstrong.Sune England.
Stephen Norsworthy and
Patty Thompson plant a
tree at the Center in memory
of their friend Jan Williams
who died September 19,
19115

Academics
There is a tremendous need for mentally handicapped
individuals to have basic functional life skills such as
number concepts, money concepts calculator skills and
word recognition This Center teaches practical skills
which all people must have in order to function in today's
society The attainment of such skills as telling time
recognizing colors knowing one's address, phone number
and age allow the individual to be less dependent on
others and thus by being more self-sufficient develop a
more positive self-image

Social/Emotional
The need for the development of skills in the area of
appropriate and expected social behavior directs this
Center to not only teach these skills but to offer actual
experience where these skills can be learned and used
Answering the telephone appropriately and using proper
table manners will make a handicapped person more
accepted in society Helping the handicapped individual
to learn the expected and appropriate behavior in various
situations is stressed at WATCH
The honor of attending local and state Special Olympic
activities provide our clients with social opportunities that
might not have been available otherwise Learning how to
be a good winner or loser sharing rooms and respecting
privacy contributes to the overall adiustment of a persons
social behavior

Communication
Many mentally handicapped individuals have language
problems Some have no speech while others have
unintelligible speech Many handicapped adults are able
to understand but lack the ability to communicate easily
or spontaneously Our clients are transportef to the
Special Education Building at Murray State University
once each week for professional speech therapy Many
clients receive group therapy while others require individualized treatment

FOR
THE
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
OCT Auction
Terry Shoemaker. Auctioneer
University Church of Christ Parking
Lot 15th and Main Streets
10:00 a.m.
Items auctioned will include pre-school
equipment. baby furniture, toys, games.
antiques. household items. furniture, and
appliances. Anyone having items to donate to
this auction, please call 759-1965 for pick-up.
or items may be brought to 702 Main Street
from 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m weekdays
W.A.T.C.H is a non-profit organization and all
items donated are tax deductible
Refreshments will be available

26

OCT

Open House

Skate Night

28

Roller Skating of Murray
641 North. Murray, Kentucky
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Leisure Skills

OCT Car Wash

Motor skills include both fine and gross movements of
the body that result from coordinated activities of nerves
and muscles
Gross motor skills are any skies in which the large
muscles of the body are involved Participation in the
.Special Olympics gives clients the opportunity to work on
the coordination of their gross motor skills in a fun and
positive way Another good way to work on coordination
Of large muscles is through sw imm in_g_ Each summer local
41110—Cross •OTOVIttes -our' i3i;rillof W1 a breo-week in- dtvidualized Learn-to-S.0r program Duiing the winter
,swe use bowling to serve the same purpose.
Fine motor skiffs .are any skills in which the small
. muscles of the body are involved Programming in the fine
motor area includes writing skies tool • manipulation
sandmg staining. collating and smelt parts assembly
These are skills that are expected of an individual by
society and assist with the development of a positive
eelf-image'

Restaurant Days

The following
local restaurants
have offered to
assist us in our
efforts to keep
our program in
io
tepm
ersation. Take a
break and enjoy
these featured

Lubie's and

Reba's: On October
28. 29 and 30
100% of all
coffee sales will
be donated to
W A.T.C.H
The Feed

Bag in Hazel.
Kentucky. October
100% of all
28.
coffee sales will
be donated to
WATCH
Albert's (formerly

50% of all lunch Trenholm's): On October 28.
proceeds will go
to WATCH
from 1100 a m
- 2-00 p m

Donut Shack:

27
OCT

The full life of all citizens requires adequate opportunity
for diversion and relaxation for play and for the effect that
play provides in self-development and personal growth
Programmed leisure time and recreational activities
included at WATCH are related to music
sand crafts
sports games dancing and community activities

OCTOBER 26 - 28

October 28. 100% of
all coffee sales
702 Main Street
will go to WA
TCH
Murray, Kentucky
1:00 - 4:00 p.m.
We are inviting our friends in the community to come and tour the Center that you have SO
generously supported for the past two years We would like for you to register in the drawing for a
beautiful handmade crocheted afghan The drawing will be held at 400 p m If you are a Collector
of unique arts and crafts. or need a special gift for someone we will have a wide variety of quality
crafts offered for sale. as well as our four new Christmas card designs priced in a package of 20
Refreshments will be served

Community Skills
Training here is directed toward increasing general
mobility in one's community The purpose is to acquaint
the client with places of interest such as learning where
the grocery store is and how to shop there learning how to
go to a restaurant order and eat appropriately learning
where and how to make use of community recreational
facilities including the bowling alley and swimming pool
Also training in mailing items and learning where and how
to use the library is taught As mentally handicapped
persons develop these skills and utilize them effectively
the public will become aware of their capabilities in our
community

Mobility

HANDICAPPED
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Jackie Robinson. instruclorvaide Raylene Gagei supervising
instructor and Lon Sims aide assist clients with woodworking
The craft items are on sale weekdays from 8 30-2 30 at the Center

The need for our mentally handicapped clients to be
self-reliant and productive members of their community
directs this Center to train our clients in various vocational
opportunities adapted to individual abilities
Work is one of the most normal activities of iife It is an
activity in which a large percentage of the American
population is engaged Therefore - the need for the
mentally ritridicapped person to do some sort of vvcrriris
vital As the handicapped individual attains greater work
skills ,and is seen actively using these skills they blend
more easily into our society and become more accepted
by the general public
WATC H participants are involved in work activities
such as collating booklets for the Tennessee Volley
Authority and businesses in the area Aluminum can
crushing and recycling is made possible through can
donations from the community Craft protects are a .very
popular work activity at WATC 1-4 The participants attend
many Arts and Crafts Festivals to promote their designs
with items also on sale Monday through Friday 8 30a m 230 pm at the Center located at 702 Main Street
Two of our clients are currently employed part-time at
Pagliai s Restaurant and the Calloway County Library
Working and the benefit of working give the mentaIN
handicapped person a feeling of independence self 'chance and satisfaction

S3:00 per student (parents may skate for 25c)
Free gifts for each skater
Dennison Hunt gift certificates to a lucky girl and boy
free
fountain drink to each Skater
a special gift awarded to the school with the most skaters
meet your friends for a tun-filled party

K Mart Parking Lot (K Mart has also donated hoses and soap)
10:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m
$300 per car (outside)
The Therapeutic Recreation students of Dr Jerry Lyons. Murray State University. Tau Kappa
Epsilon(TKE's)and Omega Psi Phi FraternitiesUll assist WATCH in a fun filled.ioint effort day

30

Well have the cleanest cars in Murray'

OCT "Trick or Treat" for W.A.T.C.H.

31

The Murray Community

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE's). Omega Psi Phi and the Therapeutic Recreation students of Dr Jerry
Lyons will be asking for donations for WATCH They will be identified by a photograph of the
Center with staff and work activity participants in the foreground All donations are tax deductible

NOV Catch a Falling Star Piano Parlor

-

"I *

•
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University Branch Bank of Murray
. I

_

„

_ .

Please call 759-1965 from 8-00 a m - 3-00 pm for reservattons Tickets are priced at $1000 Or
person There is a limited seating arrangement so please call early Hors d'oeuvres will be served
with IOCal talent providing a very special evening A "Silent A uc
wIllalso be conducted with
donations cit items provided by several local merchants
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_MURRAY TODAY
Gilligan's
Island now
up for sale
HONOLULU (AP) —
Gilligan's Island is up
for sale.
The 25 acre island in
Windward Oahu's
Kaneohe Bay, used as
scenery for the television comedy series
about a group of shipwrecked vacationers
living in grass shacks,is
anything but an isolated
and uncharted desert
isle.
For $8.75 million the
islands' new owner will
get an estate home,
eight other residential
units, a guest house,
beach cabana, and a
four-masted schooner,
says Mike McCormack,
the agent handling the
sale.
"It's not often a
privately owned island
goes on the market,"
said McCormack. "I've
had calls from fat farms
to think tanks,
restaurants to yacht
clubs."
The island was
originally owned by the
Hawaiian Princess Bernice Pauahi Bishop, who
planted so many palm
tres the island "came to
be known as Coconut
Island.
It has changed hands
several times since.
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Mirtrairtedgerat runes

Jo Burkeen. editor

Manners-Jetton vows solemnized
Miss Glenda Faye
Manners and Richard
Wayne Jetton were
married at T p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. Ill, the
birthday-of the groom.
The ceremony was
saki in the Community
Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples
Bank of Murray.
Ronald 'Owens of
Bardwell performed the
ceremony. Music was
presented by the father
of the bride.
Parents of the bride
are Mr. and Mrs. Emmanuel Manners of
Murray.
The groom is the on
of Raymond Jetton of
Murray and Mrs. Bettye
McPherson of Bardwell.
The bride was
escorted to the improvised altar by her
father and given in marriage by her parents.
She wore a floor
length pale rose dress.
Her bridal bouquet was
of blue carnations and
pink rosebuds trimmed
in burgundy and white
streamers tied in love
knots and circled in
white lace.
The bride's attendant
was her sister, Mrs.
Rhonda Stone. She wore
floor length pink dress
a
SECOND BIRTHDAY — Serena Hayes celebrated her second birthday
adorned with pink lace.
with a party at Showbizz Pizza Parlor,Paducah,on Monday,Sept. 30. Attena comding the event were Cara Haas's, Anglela Halkais, Michael Mohler, Her bouquet was
Christopher Mohler, Chrystal Brasher, Dolly Bogard, Shelia Buhman, bination of pink flowers
Bryan Charles Buhman,Heather Tidwell, her grandmother,Dru McKinney, and pink streamers.
The groom wore a
and-her mother, Cassaundra Strong.
white suit with a boutonniere of blue and white
carnation.
Freddie Stone,
brother-in-law of the
bride, served as best
man. He wore a blue
suit with a white
boutonniere.
A reception followed
in the Community
Room.
The serving table was

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wayne Jetton
covered with a white
cloth and decorated
with pink and white
flowers and white bells
to match the cups and
plates.
The two-tiered wed-

ding cake was table.
Serving the guests
decorated in blue and
pink and topped with a was Mrs. Brenda
miniature heart and Kimbel of Murray.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
love bells. The bride's
bouquet was placed in Jetton ate residing in
front of the cake on the Murray.

Jewish-Christian historian will speak here
Arnold G. Fruchtenbaum, Jewish-Christian

historian, author and
lecturer, will speak at

Uncle Jeff's
Barbasol
Shave
Cream

CABLE WS DYNAMIC DUO
DOUBLES THE EXCITEMENT THIS FAIL
Cable TV's best combination.
HBO' and Cinemae The only
two cable TV channels made

TIGHTROPE

for each other Made to bring
you the best in movies, specials
and original programs this Fall.

91114

Not Chalky,
Sodlton F,.••
12 oz. Botil•

Month&
SbI,, Coodl tIonInv
11 to. Con

°9
foie $2

.79c
HWY 641 S.-MURRAY, KY.
753-6575

Maalox
Liquid
Antacid

Good Thru
Sunday, Oct. 27th

3 5.1141:11Z
x.:1
COUNTRY*
COUNTRY-CRAFTS
Decorated Hats
753-9970
Christmas Items
436-2248
Much Much More
Hrs. Fri. & Sat. 10-4, Sun. 1-4
From Murray, go out 94 East about 1 mile to the big white
house on the left (Just before Happy Holiday Pontoons)

Over 160features a month. Dozens and
dozens of shows to choose from Sizzling
music events, Hollywood blockbusters.
side-splitting laughs. super sports
Exclusives & originals. See original
films you won't see anywhere else
on national pay-cable TV, like THE
PARK IS 9INE starring Tommy
Lee Jones Plus big exclusives
like PLACES IN THE HEART
and THE TERMINATOR

B.A.S.I.C. Training in
Hardin.
He will speak Friday,
Oct. 25, at 7 p.m. on the
topic, "From Hitler's
Hell to God's Peace.
Saturday, Oct. 26, at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m., he will speak on
"Highlights of the Life
of Christ From A Jewish
Perspective." A light
lunch will be served at
noon.
Born in Siberia after
his parents' release
from a communist
prison, Fruchtenbaum
and his family escaped
from behind the Iron
Curtain in 1947.
Although raised as an
orthodox Jew, he accepted Christ shortly
after his family immigrated to the United
States in 1951, according
to B.A.S.I.C.
spokesman.
Fruchtenbaum was
doing post graduate
work in archaeology

and ancient history at
the Hebrew University
in Jerusalem when the
Six-Day War broke out.
In 1967 he obtained a
Master of Theology
degree from Dallas
Theological Seminary.
Since that time he has
worked with a number
of Jewish-Christian
outreach organizations
and currently is Director of Ariel Ministris
which focuses on
evangelizing the Jewish
community and on
discipling new
believers, added the
B.A.S.I.C. spokesman.
Peasants who live
along a 30-mile stretch
of road in China widened the roadbed in just
one week, according to
National Geographic. At
Its peak, the project involved 200,000 laborers
who were each paid
$1.75 a day and a portion
of the wood from the
trees cut down.

CINE 1 & 2
1,66. 1115

Before Loretta Lynn
There Was Patsy Cline
Sweet Dreams(P0-13)
* J•ssica Lange
Ends T041.04

Ole

Compromising Positions
STARTS TOMORROW
Arnold Schwarzenegger
"RED SONJA"(Pc-13)

Double the entertainment value. Two great
channels. Both HBO and Cinemax.

control emit*, 753-3314

Twice the choice, twice the entertainment.

Alwasomething different.
Sports, romance, drama,
adventure HBO and Cinemax
never show the same thing at the
same time.-so there's always
something different to turn to.

CHERI 3

Ir-1 MADEMOISELLE SHOP'S FALL SALE
THIS WEEK! Save on select groups
from our regular stock of exciting fall fashions.

Etc.,etc., etc.See what you want
to see, uncut, uninterrupted by
commercials 24 hours a day. And
it's all so easy to get. Just call your
local cable operator and ask for

the HBO/Cinemax Combo

Sign Up_Now for the HBO/Cinemax Combo and
Receive'
2 Pribei initallation and a FITEE-Clock
1
/
Radio.
HURRY, OFFER

CASLE

Bel-Air Center
Loma W•X41

•

IWO*•ono onom

\i151
•N
'N int tonne ow,
, loans r 2.'4211400On •"424VOLINI
nr'

EXPIRES SOON!
753-5005
111NAIN PO-"X
sfr_11/'

'WV".0P

2
/
2-1
1
/

2
/
1 3-1
/

Off

Off group of Blouses
2 Off Sweaters & Skirts-dyed to match
1
/
V3 Off Hopsack Blazers, Skirts & Pants
1 3 Of one group of Sportswear- /
teal, almond, rose, plum
VrOff onevp-of Spviitwear-grapellt- black
2 Off selected early fall dresses
1
/
_

The Mademoiselle Shop
Downtown Murray

rods Toellet*7:1112, SAO

Joggod Edg• (R)
STARTS TOMORROW
Shitiki I. & Fat Boys

Krush Groove E
7:1111, 11:11
Mr( MIINT11 Vv111141V1.11
r2
,
VAS
rf C ANIL MLA

•PARMAILINT PICTURE 011k

-ads Temlbs*/.00

Bede To The Future (PG)
9:03-Invesion U.S.A.(
STARTS TOMORROW
St. limo's Fire (It)

iikvhaN
Ghostbustors
Vida* Hare Howl
Stun. hal. Ii am in pm
Sun. I pm In pm
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Coming events listed

BOARD MEMBERS — Members of the Board of Directors of Murray Optimist Club for 1985-86 are,from left, David Wetmore,Steve Farmer,Junior
Cleaver, Mark Miller, Mac Fitts and David Howell.

GET OPTIMIST HONORS — Receiving special awards for the past year
by the Murray Optimist Club were,from left, Ronnie Gibson, Optimist of the
Year; Randy Dunn, Key Man Award; and Keith Miller, Rookie of the Year.

OPTIMIST OFFICERS — Officers of Murray Optimist Club for 1985-88 include,from left,Don Lest, vice president; Ronnie Gibson,president; Randy
Dunn, secretary-treasurer; and James Hornbuckle, vice president.
'

FarmAid concert planned
DES MOINES, Iowa
(AP) — Willie Nelson
says it was Jimmy
Cagney's suggestion to
plan a FarmAid concert
at New York's Yankee
Stadium next summer
to help raise money for
the nation's financially
troubled farmer's.
Nelson, whose 14-hour
concert on Sept. 22
showcased more than 50
top rock, country and
blues performers, including Bob Dylan, Neil
Young and John Cougar
Mellencamp, said FarmAid II will be held
June 1 in "The House
That Ruth Built."
"After Farm Aid,
Mister Cagney said he
wanted to do it again in
New York City so all
those city people might
be made more aware of
the problems that
farmers are having,"
Nelson told the Des

Moines Register in an
interview published
Sunday.
"He said he could arrange to hold it in either
Carnegie Hall or

Thursday,Oct.24
Thursday,Oct. 24
Zeta Department of ris
Center, Murray
Murray Woman's Club State
University.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
———
club house.
Calloway County High
Murray
- Lions Club School and Murray High
Radio Auction will con- School will have a comtinue from 6:30 to 11 bined College/Career
p.m. over Radio Station Night from 7 to 8:30
p.m. at Calloway CounWNBS.
ty High School.
————
————
Poet David Wojahn
AA and Al-Anon will
wll read from his work
at 7:30 p.m. in Barkley have closed meetings at
Lecture Room, Curris 8 p.m. at First Christian
Center, Murray State Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
University.
762-3399 or 753-7764.,————
-— —
Pop music singer
John Galm, UniversiGene Cotton and jazz artist Ashley Cleveland ty of Colorado faculty
will perform in an out- percussionist will predoor concert at 7:30 sent a recital at 8 p.m. in
p.m. on Cutchin Field, Recital Hall Annex,
Murray State Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Unkivrsity.
Admission is O.
————
———
Friends of Calloway
MurAy Single ConPublic Library will
meet at 6 p.m. for a nection will meet at 7
brief business meeting p.m. in third floor
classroom, Education
in library annex.
Building, First United
————
Library Volunteers Methodist Church.
————
Annual Appreciation
Compassionate
Dinner will be held
Parent Support Group
tonight.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
————
Murray Shrine Club Health Center, North
will meet at 7 p.m. and Seventh and Olive
Clown Club at 8 p.m. at Streets. For information
Wektern Sizzlin call 753-3381.
————
Restaurant.
Chapter 50 of Disabled
————
Murray Business and American Veterans and
Professional Women Auxiliary will meet at 7
will meet at 7 p.m. in p.m. at Legion Hall.
Mississippi Room, Cur-

Preparations are now
being completed for the
fall circuit convention of
Jehovah's Witnesses to
be held at the Bob Green
Convention Center,
Sixth and Walnut
Streets, Evansville,
Ind., the weekend of
Oct. 26 and 27.
According to George
Bandarra, presiding
minister of the Murray
congregation, word has
been received inviting
the 21 congregations in
western Kentucky and
southern Indiana to the
gathering, which will
develop the theme,"Doing Our Part in Glorifying God."
"Unlike many persons who are quick to
praise men for their accomplishments while
they remain blind to
Jehovah's wonderful

Tom Gaines, Owner

Whitr 1

Sid(' 4Pood !hill
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Large (;1•011 1),, of...

ENTIRE STOCK

SUITS
Choose from our entire collection of beautiful
suits, many in 100% wool. You will find the
ohmic styles as well as distinctive new styles
selected to reflect your interest in fashion.
Regular 6400 to 218.00 Values

0/0
OFF

"Wild Hare" Sweepstakes
Grand Prize Winner

PATSY OAKLEY
Murray, Kentucky

greAmcrs
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Automatic
Washer
ENTIRE STOCK

Model
LA5550XP
Large Capacity
...but only
27" wide!

\

Regular 11.00 to 32.00 Values

Piel, Up prico

25°'

• 6 Automatic Wash Cycles • 3 Wash:Rinse I.
Selections •3 Water Level Settings • SURGILATOR Agitator with Easy-Clean Lint Filter
•2 Wash & 2 Spin Speeds•More.
(90 days same as cash)

Sales & Rental
Central
Shopping HOME TV &
Center
(Next to Kroger)

VANITY FAIR
SHADOWLINE
OLGA

OPEN:
Mon.-Sat.
10-9
Sun. 1-5

APPLIANCE
753-HOME
753-7670

MURRAY TODAY

LayaNs a), for*
Christmas
IChina 'A Price

c.

DI'Ill Ill

Jacki.

No Layaway On Sale Clothing

Burkeen. editor

46 YEARS IN MURRi

I ans.'
Seanc...

SLIPS

Yes, every beautiful full slip in
our collection of famous brand name
lingerie is on sale at o sensational
savings Many lengths to choose from.

3490.

ANNIVERSARY SALE
StoreNside SaN ingk.
91-50",1")
‘ii lothinu

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL!

Opening Soon!

Flowers-Fresh & Silk
Gifts—Funerals—Weddings
753-0932 or 753-5898
Bel-Air Shopping Center

works, our objective in
life is to 'do all things for
God's glory.' This
assembly program will
help us to do that," said
Bandarra.
On Saturday at noon,
a baptism will be held
for new Witnesses from
this area.
Sunday at 2 p.m. the
discourse on "Global
Peace — From What
Source?" will be given
by Elmer L. Manfredi,
district representative
from The Watchtower
Bible and Tract Society
of New York, the world
headquarters of
Jehovah's Witnesses. Sessions each day will
begin at 9:55 a.m. and
all interested persons
are invited to attend.
Seats are free and no
collections are ever
taken, Bandarra added.

Friday,Oct.25
ty Hospital will be at
Lakeland Wesley
Village from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and at old school
yard at Fairdealing
from 1 to 3 p.m.
————
Make Today Count •
will meet at 10 a.m. in
private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
Kentucky Lake
Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public
Library. Cong. Carroll
Hubbard will be
speaker.
————
(Cont'd on page 11A)

211M1TS

Witnesses will meet

Yankee Stadium, and I
said, 'Well, let's take
Yankee Stadium
because we can put a
whole lot more people in
there."

lu,v;ay
or st

Thursday,Oct. 24
Friday,Oct.25
Epsilon Lambda a.m. to 3 p.m. in Annex
Chapter of Beta Sigma of Calloway Public
Phi will meet at 7:30.,Library. Each one
p.m. at commerce should bring a sack
Centre.
lunch, own quilting pro————
jects and any books,
New Directions in patterns, etc., to share.
Campus Ministry" This is • open to the
meeting will be at 7 p.m. public.
in Cumberland Room,
————
Curtis Center, Murray
Special lesson on
State University.
"New Trends in Major
Appliances" will be
Volunteer training
presented by Michele
sessions for volunteers
Reilly, consumer
for Spouse Abuse
educator, from 1 to'3
Hotline will be at 7 p.m.
p.m. at Calloway Public
at St. John's Episcopal
Library. This is sponChurch, 1620 West Main
sored by Calloway
St. This is open to all inHomemakers and the
terested persons.
public is invited.
————
Friday,Oct.25
Health Express of
First Quilting Bee in
Murray will be from 10 Murray-Calloway Coun-

Ai&deltOretivii.

ILA

Price

kll Siker. Stainle.-0. Pe's% ter
and Sterling, Flahsare
kll Siker 111-011()'%an
arc
111 (:1*\ *4:11
kll Potter\ Disile

4

.10

4
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DATEBOOK
District PTA will meet

Art class will be held

The 59th annual fall conference of the First
District of Kentucky Congress of ParentTeacher Association will be Tuesday, Oct. 29. at
7 p.m. at the new Graves County High School, Rt.
8, Mayfield. Registration will begin at 6:30 p.m.
with Lowes and Fancy Farm PTAs as host
chapters. Voting delegates consist of the president and one delegate for every 25 members.
Each local unit should be represented by its
president, officers, chairmen and delegates from
the membership at large. Each unit abs may
send an unlimited amount of non-voiting
delegates. The Grace W. Kolb attendance award
will be given to the unit sending the most
delegates. Mrs. Betty Wehner, president of Kentucky Congress of PTA, will be guest speaker.

Lyn Warren will teach an evening class in
drawing and painting start Tuesday, Oct. 29, at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth
St. This class will be in addition to the one she is
currently teaching on Saturday moniins at the
Art Guild. Open to adults and young people, it
will include' drawing with line and with light and
dark to bring out forms; color mixing and use of
color for expression; and ideas about the selection of subject matter as illustrated by the work
of outstanding artisits. The class will continue
each Tuesday through Dec. 10. For information
call 753-8639 after 5:30 p.m. or 489-2627.

Books group will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet
Monday, Oct. 28, at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Dr. Clell Peterson will be the leader for
the discussion of the book, Victory by Joseph
Conrad. All persons who have read the book are
invited to take part in the discussion.

Sara Lesa Bryant born

A Stress Management
Seminar, sponsored by
Paducah Area Chamber

VrTriiIM:pliTheiTtjZre]

The Best Photo
Buy In Murray!
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Prepared Cesarean Birth Class will be Monday, Oct. 28, from 7 to 9 p.m. in third floor
classroom, Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This class prepares parents for cesarean birth
whether it is anticipated or unexpected. It incudes topics such as the common indications for
cesarean birth, the surgical procedure,
anesthesia, hospital routines and post-partum
care. To register call Nancy Orr R.N. at 758-5131,
extension 144, or 753-6821.

PWP Chapter will meet
Paducah Chapter of Parents Without Partners
will meet at the Jaycee Building (not the Civic
Center)off Lone Oak Road and across from Hannan Plaza, Paducah,on Friday, Oct. 25, at 7 p.m.
for an "Unbirthday Potluck." Each one should
bring food for the meal. Dancing and socializing
will follow. All single parents are invited. For
more information call 674-5886 or 489-2543 or
write PWP # 147, Paducah, Ky. 42002-0411.

of Commerce, will be
held Monday and Tuesday4 Oct. 28 and 29, at
6:30 p.m. at Executive
Inn, Paducah.
The first evening will
be devoted to recognizing stress and the second session will focus
on how to relieve stress.
The seminar will attempt to balance selfunderstanding practical
suggestions to achieve a
wholistic attack on
stress as experienced in
the participants, a
spokesman said.
Participants can expect to achieve a better
awareness and
understanding of their
personal stressors, will
take a look at their personality type (type A,
type B), and will
develop their own personal attack sheet.
In recognition of fact
persons are sometime

their own worst enemies
where stress is concerned, self exploration will
be encouraged to this
end, officials said.
Several instruments
will be administered
and discussed with the
participant group including The Beck
Depression inventory,
the Whole Person Inventory, General Anxiety
Symptom Checklist,
Hurry Sickness Index,
Migraine Pesonality
Quiz, and Life Change
Scale.

$15 for non-chamber
members and this cost
covSs both nights. For
more information or to
register call the
Chambe office,
1-443-1746.

The Challengers and other singers from local
churches will be featured at the gospel singing on
Saturday, Oct. 26, at Dexter Center. Plate lunches will be sold from 5 to 7 p.m. and the gospel
singing with Don Cleaver as master of
ceremonies will follow. A handmade bed quilt
will be given away at 8 p.m. and another quilt
will be sold. These events will be sponsored by
Dexter Homemakers Club with proceeds to go to
Crippled Children's Telethon and Calloway
County Association for Retarded Citizens.

Charity Ball scheduled
The 1985 Yuletide Charity Ball has been set for
Saturday, Dec. 14, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in Curris
,Center Ballroom, Murray State University.
Coordinating this year's activities will be Mrs.
Joseph (Ann Kelly) Bolin, Mrs. David (Diane)
Buckingham and Mrs. Mike (Vicky) Holton. Proceeds from ticket sales and donations are given
to Murray-Calloway County W.A.T.C.H. (work
activities training center for handicapped).
Returning for the upcoming holiday dance will
be a popular DJ, Sonny Gibson of Mayfield. The
event will also feature a breakfast buffet to be
served at midnight. Tickets for the dance are $30
per couple. To obtain tickets call _759-1533,
753-8458 or 753-8756.

Each participant in
the seminar will receive
more than 20 pages of
handouts. Dr. Ed Jones,
Director of Community
services for Goodman
Hill Hospital, Paducah,
will conduct the
seminar.
Registration is ;10 for
chamber members and

Chess Tournament
planned on Nov. 2

VialaaaWilariart

Seven Seas is now
taking reservations for
your holiday banquets.
For more information -phone
753-4141 after 3:30 p.m.
Hwy 641 North Murray Ky
Open at 4 p m Mon Sat 753 4141

,*

Benefit will be at Dexter

Stress Management Seminar is scheduled

ONE FOR MOM!
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Major and Mrs. James Bryant of Rt. 2, Hazel,
are the parents of a daughter, Sara Lesa,
weighing eight pounds five ounces, measuring
21% inches. born on Thursday, Oct. 3, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have another
daughter, Shae, 5%, and a son. Seth, 2%. The
mother is the former Teri Parker. Grandparents
are Dr. Pauline Bryant of Louisville and Mr. and
-Mrs. J.P. Parker of Murray.

Special class Monday

Area chess players in
the eighth grade or
below may compete in
the Scholastic Chess
Tournament, scheduled
for noon on Saturday,
Nov. 2, on the third floor
of Curris Center, Murray State University.
Sponsored by the MSU
Chess Club, the tournament will be held in conjunction with the sixth
annual MSU Open for
older players.
The tournament will
be conducted in Swissstyle competition,
rather than knockout
style. After three rounds
of preliminary play,
students are paired according to scores to play
in the final round.
Players will be
limited to one hour per
game. Thirty moves

must be made within 30
minutes, then the remainder of the game is
limited to 30 additional
minutes. Other regulations of the United
States Chess Federation
(USCF) will apply.
Winners will receive
trophies for each grade
and below, grades 4
through &
Entry fees for the
tournament are five
dollars and include one
year of USCF membership for new players.
To enter, students
must fill out an entry
form and return it
before Wednesday, Oct.
30 with the fee to Dr.
Wayne Bell, Department of Mathematics,
Murray State University, or call 762-6892.

PAGEANT WINNER — Tiffany Brooke Cunningham, 21-months-old
daughter of Ricky and Tamra Cunningham of Murray, was crowned Baby
Miss CWA in the pageant, sponsored by Communications Workers of
America, on Saturday, Oct. 12, at Paducah. Tiffany is the granddaughter of
Mr.and Mrs. Bobby Dee Osbron and of Mr.and Mrs. W.A.Cunningham.She
Is the great-granddaughter of Ms.Beauton Osbron, Mr.and Mrs. Rupert Nix
and Ms. Reba Parrish.

Pre-Holiday
SEE YOUR DIAMONDS
REMOUNTED
WHILE YOU
WAIT
JEWELERS

SALE
A Genuine Baldwin

Piano

CALL 753-7695
FOR APPOINTMENT

For Only

$1795
Save $500

COMING TO OUR
MURRAY STORE
NOVEMBER 12

COME TO THE

All others drastically
Reduced--Large Selection.
All our pianos come with
matching bench and FREE
"in Home" tuning.

••••••••••

•
•
••••

4 Movies
Get 1 FREE
Rent

Bank Rate Financing
Up to 36 Months To Pay
leamie

With ApprovadaCredit

Pickup Friday-Bring Back Monday
lio•Y`•••••••(

Thurman's
FURNITURE

-•````.•

Arntals
$9.95 for the weekend
- $12.50 for a week
Your Professional Movie Store
/53 4834

Now has over 1550 movie Mies
Open tM 8 Fri

Open ta 6 Sat.

RENTAL'S/ILLS
CENTER
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13y RAINEY APPEI6ON
All you have to do is glance at
fashion magazines this fall to
realize that scarves are one of
the "biggies" for this year.
• • •
The social whirl can be as
demanding on your wardrobe as
it is on your time and energy.
But there's a simple and chic
solution to stretching that wardrobe to cope with any partypacked calendar.
A collection of scarfs and belts

have enough answers to see
even the most social of social
butterflies through the season.
Just a quick change of a scarf
and belt can recycle those basic
blacks, revamp last year's
dress, or turn that conservative
business suit into a fashion
party-goer to get you from conference to cocktails without
missing a beat.
Start the day in a sensuously
cut wool jersey dress, add one

TIMES
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brightly striped silk crepe
oblong scarf and a soft leather
belt. At day's end switch to a
bead novelty scarf and hand
beaded belt and you're off to
dinner.
Loop an artforms print silk
crepe scarf at the neckline of
your favorite sweater and cinch
it with an asymmetrical leather
belt. Change to a glitter-striped
tubular scarf and hand beaded
belt and you're ready for the
evening.
Soft leather belts, often with
Interesting ornamental buckles,
are asymmetrically wrapped to
put the focus on waist and hips.
Multiple strands of chains is
another favorite way to belt
waistlines, and for more opulent
tastes, there are beautiful hand
beaded belts decorated with
metallic swirls.

GO FROM office to holiday parties with one outfit. This
smart, asymmetrical waist/hip belt
paired
with a lovely silk crepe "Artforms" print scarf give the
outfit a pulled together career look. A
quick
change of accessories will take you straight to holiday parties.

Princesses Caroline and Stephanie listed as best dressed
NEW YORK (AP) —
Monaco's princesses
Caroline and Stephanie
are among the best
dressed and rock star
Madonna is among the
worst dressed
celebrities chose by
People magazine.
Princess Stephanie
can "look like Dan

Aykroyd in drag" but learned to cover up the
when she looks good, bosom royal," People
she's "very, very says.
good," People says in its
Other best dressers
current edition.
are Bruce Springsteen,
who "exudes real
Since becoming unbeatable truck-stop
Monaco's No. 1 panache," "Miami
princess, Caroline has Vice" cops Don Johnson
"finally left baggy and Philip Michael
behind and has also Thomas, Liberace,

Prince, Jamie Lee Curtis and David Byrne.
In addition to Madonna, those on People's
worst dressed list are
Lisa Hartman, Jacqueline Bisset, Mary
Crosby, Sonia Braga,
Raquel Welch and AnnMargret.

NOW OPEN!

BAZAAR SATURDAY — Some of the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens show items to be sold
at the annual Fall Bazaar to be held Saturday, Oct. 28,from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Community Center,
Ellis Drive. Spaces for the bazaar will be assigned on Friday, Oct. 25,from
1:30 to 3 p.m. Pictured from
left, are Jewell Byrd, Daisy Dunn, Erma Lovett, Treys Washer, Alma
Cooper, Lillie Miller and Lola
Boyd. All types of items including baked goods will be on sale. Proceeds from
the sale will help buy supplies for Ellis Center and to help keep the green senior citizens' van operating
. For transportation to the
bazaar call 753-9041 after 9 a.m. Saturday.

We Now Have A
--Baby Show
Registry

Stall photo b) Kcvth Bowden

Children's Fashions

.•••••••••••r

Lions District gets grant for Trooper Island
Lions of Multiple
District'.43 received a
grant of $11,560 from

Lions Club International
Foundation as matching
funds for a modern

Chapter M of P.E.O.
meets, Parker home

shower-restroom facility on Trooper Island for
the convenience of
female counselors, the
blind and other youth
groups that use the
island.
This new and modern
facility is being built
from monies raised by
the Lions of Kentucky to
match that of the LCIF
grant with additional
funds provided by the
Trooper Island Board,
as needed to complete
the project.
"With the continued
increase in number of
blind youth attending
the camp, the old facility was not adequate to

accommodate the
number using it," said
Bill Bailey, presient of
the Murray Lions Club.
James B. Morton,
Frank Boarman and
Resvie Wheeler, past
district governors of
Lions Club District 43,
and a representative of
the Trooper Island
Board compose the
committee to oversee
the project.

Members of Chapter member present was
M of the P.E.O. asked to share the
Sisterhood were enter- names of their favorite
tained with a coffee books.
hour prior to a meeting
Mrs. Harry Sparks
on Saturday, Oct. 19, in entertained on Sept. 21
the home of Mrs. James with a noon luncheon at
Construction is now
Parker, Lynn Grove her home on Kentucky
underway with the comRoad. Mrs. Alfred Lind- Lake. She was assisted
pletion date listed as
sey Jr. was assisting by Mrs. George Hart.
Oct. 20. It was dedicated
hostess.
Dr. Joan Maupin
on that date by Trooper
The scripture presented a program on
Island and Kentucky
readings from Psalms "Kentucky VIPS."
Lions representatives.
were by Mrs. Parker.
Brief reports on projects of the Sisterhood,
Continuing Education
and Educational Loan
Special:
Fund were presented by
Hot Hickory Smoked
Mrs. John C. QuerterHam Sandwich,
mous and Miss Ann HerFrench Fries &
ron respectively.
Medium Drink
Mrs. Edwward Nunnelee, president,
discussed plans for the
Special Good Oct. 25-Nov. 1
visit of Mrs. Charles
Hinds, state organizer,
Chestnut St. Murray
753-0045
whose official call upon
the local chapter will be
made in November.
Mrs. Hinds, now of
Frankfort, was originally a member of the Murray Chapter.
The next meeting will
be on Monday, Nov. 4, at
7:30 p.m. in the home of
Mrs. A.C. La Follette
with Mrs. Larry Doyle
as assistant hostess.
Also present were
Mrs. N.T. Beal, Mrs.
Olga Freeman, Mrs.
John Gregory, Mrs.
INSIDE CRASS FURNITURE
James Lassiter, Mrs.
103 So. 3rd
Downtown Murray
753-3621
Henry McKenzie, Mrs.
Hugh Oakley, Mrs.
Frank A. Stubblefield
and Mrs. A.H.
Titsworth.
At a meeting on Oct. 7
In the home of Mrs.
Stubblefield with Mrs.
Heal as assistant
hostess, a program on
35 mm
33 mm
35 mm
the Book Fair was led
by Mrs. Lindsey. Each

Mon.-Sat. 9-5
408 South 12th Street
753-0005

Some Items
May Not Be
Exactly As
Pictured
We Reserve
The Right To
Limit Quantities

UNCLE JEFF'S
CLOTHING

'Several
styles
and
colors
Prices ranging from

'788-'1 400
Men's Fashionable
Button-Down Collar
Flannel Shirts

On Sale
Now For

FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE!

* * * * * **
Happy
Birthday *
Vickey *
Guess who! ik
*** ** **
4

11x14
110

I

20x241

20x28

35 mm

35 ram

.Now
Your Choice
DOUBLE PRINTS

0
0
•
0

Ladies' Baggy
Sweaters

0

Men's Red and White
Union Suits
"Ole Timey One-Piece
Long Johns"
Now Only

$999

Reg. '15

All Men's Sweaters
by McGregor' ,
Jamaica Bay'
and others in
several different
styles & colors.

USE OUR
CONVENIENT
LAYAWAY PLAN
FOR CHRISTMAS

Dish and Bath Cloths
Colors include:
Winter White, Black
31.99
Kitche
n t^wals...99 ,,ach
& Camel. Simes-S-L Reg. $25
•Prints

0
0

Just the thing for
Halloween!

by Sheridan*

or

FREE 8x10

Mon.-Sat.
9-9
Sun., 1-6

088

IN HOUSE ENLARGING!

8x12

Good Thru
Sunday,
October 27th

by Westies'

G1,06
. 1-Hour Photos

8x10

*Hamstrings •Hryan
•Exotique
•Choozie
and much mon. arri% ing dail

Ladies' Dress
and Casual Shoes
and Boots

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

5x7

1111Frog Pond

Now

'180°

&
solids to choose
from
•100% cotton
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Persistent AIDS
Symptoms Are Cause
7 for Concern, Not Alarm

Boltz attends special reunion, UK
Jacqueline K. Boltz of
1610 Poplar St., Murray,
a senior at Murray High
School, attended a
Governor's Scholars

reunion on Saturday, who attended a six-week
Oct. 12, on the Lexington summer program at
campus of the Universi- Murray State University of Kentucky.
ty, and their parents
Some 150 students, participated in a daylong program which
allowed them to tour
special facilities on the

UK campus and learn
more about college life
A group picture and a
slide presentation of
their summer experience also were part
of the UK program.

r 7M-ZW47111Mivr"'
MAR-KEL LIGHTING
FACTORY OUTLET
"October Sale"
FLOOR LAMPS
Complete With Shade

Pine

Bross

Reg $59 95
Sale
$3995

Reg $69 95
Sale
$4995

Fruitwood

Oak

Reg $79 95
Sole
$5995

Reg $89 95
Sale

$6995

20% Off
Bring your lamp for proper fitting

All Shades

Sole ends Oct 26 1985
Lakeway Village Shopping Center
Highway 79 East
—
Paris. Tenn.
Phone 642-8142

pp

loday

PET OF THE WEEK — Snowball, a white
female cat, very affectionate and litter box trained, is available for adoption, along with other
dogs and cats, at the Animal Shelton, 105 E.
Sycamore Ext., just east of South Fourth Street,
operated by Humane Society of Calloway county.
Animals who do not find homes must be
destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the
public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m.. Saturday and Sunday.

V0\1

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for
devoting an entire column to AIDS.
I learned a lot from your article, but
you failed to list the symptoms.
Please do. It would be helpful to a
great number of your readers, including ...
ME IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ME: Many of the AIDS
symptoms are subtle and may
only indicate simple, everyday
ailments; therefore, you should
be alerted but not alarmed if you
have one or more of the following symptoms:
— Weight loss of more than 10
pounds during a period of less
than two months,not related to
diet or increased activity; prolonged loss of appetite.
— Unexplained, persistent or
recurrent fevers or drenching
night sweats.
— Swollen glands(lymph nodes
found in the neck, armpits or
groin) that persist and are unexplained by other illness.
— Profound fatigue that persists and is not explainable by
physical activity, substance
abuse or a psychological disorder.

— Persistent and unexplained
diarrhea or bloody stools.
— A persistent, whitish coating
(or spotting)on the tongue or in
the throat, which may be accompanied by soreness or difficulty in swallowing.
— A heavy, persistent, dry
cough that is not due to smoking
and has lasted too long to be
explained by a cold or flu
(especially with shortness of
breath).
— Easy bruising or unexplained
bleeding from any orifice.
— Skin rashes or discolorsdons of the skin.
— Blurred vision and/or persistent, severe headaches.
It must be emphasized that
each of these symptoms may
appear in diseases that are not
caused by or associated with
AIDS. When not easily or otherwise explained, the persistence
ofone or more ofthese symptoms
should be discussed with a health
care provider who is familiar
with AIDS.
A national hotline with an
informative recording can be
reached by calling 1-800-342AIDS. Many cities have a local

AIDS information hotline. Your
telephone operator can advise
you.
se.

DEAR ABBY: I need your advice.
I am a 39-year-old divorced man
with two teen-aged children. I'm in
love with a beautiful 36-year-old
divorcee with children about the
ages of mine.
We have been in love for 20 years,
but fought our feelings because we
thought they were wrong. Abby, we
can no longer stay away from each
other. Now for the bad news: We are
first cousins and live in a state that
forbids first cousins to marry.
We can go to another state where
first cousins may marry, and we
probably will, but We don't know
which states permit it.
I am a born-again Christian and
can find nothing in God's word to
forbid our union. Can you give 040
clue? We'll go anywhere.
IN LOVE
DEAR IN: Go west, young
man. And keep going until you
reach the state whose capital is
Sacramento.

Best-selling
records are
listed, week

Call now to ma e
reservations for your
holiday banquets!

004‘.

VOA

Kenlake State
Resort Park

Hwy. 94 E.

Aurora

FALL CLEARANCE

SALE

20

#1.

Designs for
Today's Living
Our drapery workroom
will custom-make
your fabric or ours,
into windows to remember.

•
/0
)
(
s Rtif
FAMOUS-MAKER DENIM JEANS
Sasson•Lee•Chardon & Others
Reg. to $31.99•Plus Sizes $16

$10OFF

regular
low
pnces

ALL WOOL BLEND
JACKETS & COATS

$7.99& $8.99
SHETLAND SWEATERS

Corntf values to $130.00
Now $49.99-89.99

Comp. values to $17.00

20% OFF
DRESSES

All one piece styles on sole'

$12-14
SWEATERS & VESTS
Brushed angoras, novelty style
sweaters & fashionable vests.
Reg.to $25.99

474-2211

Best-selling records of
the week of Oct. 20 based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey were as follows:
1. "Take On Me," AHa
2. "Money For
Nothing," Dire Straits
3. "Oh Sheila," Ready
For the World
4. "Part-Time
Lover," Stevie Wonder
5. "Saving All My
Love For You."
Whitney Houston
6. "Miami Vice,"
Theme, Jan Hammer
7. "Cherish," Kool
and the Gang
8. "Dancing In the
Street," Mick Jagger
and David Bowie

Visit or call us today for all your
home decorating needs:
4
—Paint
—Wallcoverings
—Fabrics
—Window Treatments
— Blinds

—Carpeting
—Wood Flooring
—Vinyl Flooring
—Italian & Mexican
Ceramic Tile

For a truly qualified professional approach to your
design needs, contact us at eArRR9e0 DEsTOws :
•Phil Carrico
*Dawn Johnson
'Terry Melton
*James Lawrence ASID

•Deanne Turley
•Lexie Morton

Grand Opening Soon!

JUNIOR•MISSES.)PLUS SIZES
GIRLS SIZES 7-14
NOW AVAILABLE IN MANY STORES

FASHION BUG
FASHION BUG PLUS
Styles to fit every you.
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY

OPEN DAILY 10-9, Sun 1-5

eftg-gq6°
-055114111/5

, 753-3080 — 10th & Chestnut
(Next to Murray
Home & Auto)

OPEN: M.-F. 7-5, Sot. 7:30-Noon
4
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Events... (Coard from page 7A)

Friday,Oct. 25
Saturday,Oct. 24
Saturday,Oct.36
Sunday,Oct. 27
World
Friendship
Mrs. Elizabeth she was married on
Adult I of First Bap- at 9 a.m. at Murray Art
Rufous Spann, 77, of Texas; two sons, Jimmy
Prepared Childbirth
Outland, 64, of 1628 Nov. 28, 1946; one Rt. 1, Hazel, Crossland Spann and wife, Bonnie, Club will have a potluck tist Church Sunday Guild. For information
Classes will be in Room
filunilton Ave., Murray, daughter, Mrs. Bob community, died and, Dale Spann and Halloween party at 6:30 School will meet at 6:30 call 758-8639 or 753-4059
. 206, Mason Hall Nursing
died Wednesday at 10:80 (Cheryl) McCuiston, Rt. Wednesday at 3 p.m. at wife, Helen, all of p.m. at honie of Monica p.m. in Fellowship Hall
———
Building, Murray State
Walston.
p.m. at Murray - 8, Benton; one sister, his home.
of church.
Events in Land Bet- Univers
Murray. .
ity. For infor—
—
—
—
Calloway County Mrs. Billy (Vernell)
————
His death was atween the Lakes will in- mation
Also surviving are one
call 762-2193 or
Mothers Morning Out
Hospital.
Moorehouse, Jackson, tributed to a self- sister, Mrs. Mae
Youth of First Baptist clude Skywalk at 2 p.m.
She had retired in Miss.; two grand- inflicted gun shot Smotherman, Rt. 4, will be at 9 a.m. at First Church will have a at Golden Pond Visitor 762-2718.
————
May 1988 after 30 years children, Sheila Mc- wound, according to Murray; four grand- Christian Church.
Halloween party at 7 Center; Beyond the
AA will have a closed
————
employment with the Cuiston and Eddie Mc- Calloway County Cor- children; one greatp.m.
Basics: Knitting with meeting
at 4 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Food Services Depart- Cuiston, Benton.
————
oner Tommy Walker.
Style from 9:30 a.m. to Ameri
grandchild.
can
Legion
Centers
will
be
open
ment at Murray State
The funeral will be
Arnold G. Fruchten- 4:30 p.m. at Empire
Born May 7, 1908, in
The funeral will be
University. She was a Friday at 2 p.m. in the Calloway County, he Friday at 2 p.m. at from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. baum, Jewish-Christian Farm; Attracting Birds Building. For information call 753-0061,
for activities by senior historian, will
member of Locust chapel of Max Churchill was the son of the late North Fork Baptis
speak at at 2 p.m. at Woodlands 762-3399
t citizens
or 753-7764.
.
Grove Baptist Church.
Funeral Home. The William Thompson Church. The Rev.
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Nature Center; Husking
————
————
Born July 31, 1921, in Rev. Jack Jones will Spann and Fannie Malcolm Norton will
at B.A.S.I.C. Training, Bee at 7 p.m. at The
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess
Round and square Hardin.
Trigg County, she was officiate.
Wicker Spann.
Homepla
ce-1850.
officiate.
Marine will be honored
dancing with music by
the daughter of the late
Burial will follow in.
————
He was preceded in
Pallbearers will' be
————
at
a reception in
Ken
-Tenn
Country
Bertram Bryant Nunn Murray Memorial death by one sister, Ruben Fletcher, Gary
Monthly singing at InAA and Al-Anon will celebration
of 60th wedSound will be from 7:30 dependence
and Florence Mable Gardens.
Mrs. 011ie Enoch, and Fletcher, Nathaniel
United meet at 8 p.m. at
Flora Nunn.
Friends may call at three brothers, Toy Orr, Ricky Orr, Harold to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove Methodist Church has American Legion ding anniversary from 2
to 4 p.m. in Hospitality
Mrs. Outland is sur- the funeral home after 6 Spann, Wilburn Spann Kuykendall and Rickie Roller Rink.
been canceled for this Building, South Sixth
Room, University
—
—
—
—
vived by her husband, p.m.-otonight and Chess Spann.
month.
and Maple Streets.
Spann.
Branch of Bank of MurEvents
in
Land
BetEarl Outland, to whom (Thursday).
————
His wife, Mrs. Icle
————
Burial will follow in
ray. The family reween the Lakes will inFall bazaar of
L.B. Kuykendall Spann, Oak Grove Cemetery
Fall edition of "Super quests that
guests not
clude Skywalk at 2 p.m. Murray-Callow
to whom he was mar- with arrangements by
ay Coun- Saturdays" program for bring,
gifts.
and Mark.Twain and the ty Senior Citizens
ried +on Dec. 27, 1935, Miller Funeral Home of
wilDbe gifted and talented
————
Great Comet Of '35 at from 8 a.m. to
3 p.m. at elementary and middle
survives along with one Hazel where friends
Mr.
and
Mrs. Doyle
7:30
p.m.
at
Golden Ellis Center, Ellis school students
daughter, Mrs. Billy may call after 4 p.m. towill be Humphreys will be
Pond
Visitor
Center.
Drive.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ask the General (Janice) Wilson of day (Thursday).
For transporta- from 9:30 a.m. to noon.
honored at a reception
————
tion to bazaar call For information call
(AP) — A hike in Ken- Assembly to scrap the
in celebration of 35th
Murray
Single
Con753-9041 after 9 a.m. 762-4159.
tucky's motor-fuels tax, weight-distance tax,
wedding anniversary
nection will meet at 6:30 Saturday.
pronounced dead and which is assessed
————
on
from 2 to 4 p.m. in Comp.m.
at
North
Branch
of
Mrs.
Lovett,
Dottie
'Rt.
A.
Lovett,
4, Benton.
buried three months trucks according
————
Benefit Auction for munity Room,
to size 96,
North
died Wednesday at 11
Also surviving are 13 Peoples Bank to go to
Walk America and W.A.T.C.H. (work acago, may not have and distance traveled
in p.m. at the
Branch of Peoples
LBL
Visitor
Center
for
grandch
home
ildren,
TeamW
of a
32 greatalk, fund- tivities training center
breathed its last.
Kentucky. He said he
son, Grover Lovett, Rt. grandchildren, 22 great- show on Halley's Comet. raising events for for handicapped) will Bank.
Acting Transportation envisioned in its place
a 4, Benton.
————
great-grandchildren Reservations are March of Dimes, will start at 10 a.m. in parkSecretary C. Leslie decal that would
Events
be
in Land Betrequire
d.
Her husband, Oscar and three great-greatstart at 9 a.m. at ing lot of University
Dawson told legislators easier to enforce.
ween the Lakes will in—
—
—
—
Lovett,
died
great-g
in
1971.
randchi
Playhouse in Murray- Church of Christ.
She
ldren.
on Wednesday that a
Meantime, Dawson
clude Skywalk at 2 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon will Calloway County !ark.
Services will be Frihigher tax on gasoline said, the cabinet is try- was a member of Olive
————
at Golden Pond Visitor
meet
at
8
p.m.
in
J.U.
Missio
day
nary
at
2
Baptist
p.m. in the
————
and diesel, plus several ing to determine how
Sunday,Oct. 27
Center; Hibernation
chapel of Collier Kevil Center, South 10th
Singles of Seventh and
other possible sources of much money the state Church.
Open house will be Secrets at 2 p.m.
at
Street,
Mayfiel
d.
Born
Sept.
Funeral
6,
1889,
she
Poplar Church of Christ from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Home, Benton.
new money for roads, could earn throug
Woodlands Nature
h was the daughter of the
————
The
will
Rev.
meet
R.J..Bu
at
rpoe
5
p.m.
at
W.A.T.C
would be "acceptable" maximum enforcement
.H. building at Center; Natural Dyes at
Spaces for exhibitors church parking lot to
go 702 Main St. Arts and 2 p.m. at Empire
to the Collins of the weight-distance late Thilo Towns and and the Rev. Marvin
Farm.
for
Murray
-Calloway to lake cottage of Betty crafts will be
Josephine Washburn Napier will officiate.
administration.
on sale.
tax.
————
County Senior Citizens Lou Hill for Hallowe
Towns.
en
A bill to raise the tax
That would require
Mrs. Lovett is survivBurial will follow in Fall Bazaar on Satur- chili supper.
by a nickel to 15 cents new weigh stations on
day at Ellis Center will
————
per gallon was over- Interstate 24 near ed by one daughter, Horn Cemetery in Mar- be
assigned from 1:30 to
Mrs.
shall
Winnie
Halloween Festival
County.
Burkee
n,
whelmingly defeated in Paducah and 1-64 near
PARIS (AP) — The got more than 50 perRt. 1, Dexter; two sons,
Friends may call at 3 p.m. at center.
activities, some rained
July during the General Winchester, plus new
————
French government an- cent of the poll.
Wilburn
The
Lovett,
funeral
out
Rt.
last
1,
week,
home
will
after
con5
Assembly's special ses- employees and equipFirst Baptist Church tinue
Hardin, and Grover p.m. today (Thursday).
today in Aurora. pounced Wednesday
The new system is
sion in July.
will have a churchwide Parade
ment for round-theis scheduled at that national legislative based on proportional
And Dawson indicated clock operations, he told
hayride starting at 6 -11
and regional elections representation in each
a.m.
that Gov. Martha Layne the subcommittee.
p.m. at church.
will be held next March of France's 96 depart—
—
—
—
Collins would not be
————
Rep. Hank Hancock,
Alpha Department of 16 under a new system ments, or counties, plus
Services for James James Ricky Scott,
leading the charge for it D-Frankfort and
University Departthe
of proportional its overseas departin the regular subcommittee's chair- Scott Jr. were con- Guild, and Bobby W. ment of First Baptist Murray Woman's Club
representation.
will
meet
ducted
at
noon
Monday
at
ments and territories,
club
at
2
p.m.
Scott,
Alcoa,
Tenn.;
legislative session, man, told Dawson any
Church will have a
Government with electors voting for
house.
in
the
chape
l of stepdaughter, Mrs. Halloween Party
which begins in additional money would
at 7
spokeswoman Georgina party lists. A fixed
————
Memorial Funeral Wanda Tipton, South
January.
p.m. at Stan Groppel
have to be earmarked Home, Jasper,
Dufoix confirmed there number of seats in each
CPR
Recerti
ficatio
n
Tenn.
Pittsburg; four home.
"I'm not beating the for road maintenance,
Class will be at 9 a.m. will be only one round of department will be
The Rev. William Mc- grandchildren.
drum for 5 cents," rather than new con————
For information call voting for deputies to allocated among the
Cleskey and the Rev.
Dawson said Wednes- struction, to win
Arnold G. Fruchten- 753-1421
O.L. Pounds officiated.
from 9 a.m. to 4 the National Assembly party lists in proportion
His
mother,
Mrs.
Matday. "There's no sense legislative support.
baum,'Jewish-Christian p.m.
on Friday.
(lower house) and for to the vote received.
Burial was in tie Scott of Gleason,
tilting at windmills if it
historia
n,
will speak at 7
The cabinet is projec- Cumberland View
regional councillors.
————
The names highest on
Tenn.,
survive
s
along
appears there's no sym- ting the Road Fund will
p.m. at B.A.S.I.C.
All Marines and
Previously, there Was the lists are considered
Cemetery there.
with three sisters, Mrs. Training, Hardin.
pathy out there for get- contain 8526.4 million
former Marines will a ,second round of the ones most likely
in
Mr. Scott Jr., 65, of Bernice Grogan, Murto
ting it done."
————
fiscal 1987 and $526.2 Guild, Tenn., died Frimeet at 9 a.m. at Ex- voting, usually involv- be elected and there has
ray, and Mrs. Mattie
Dawson said he is million in fiscal 1988,
Paducah Chapter of
ecutive
day in a hospital at Gibbs and Mrs. Debris
Inn, Paducah.
ing the two leading con- been fierce jockeying
PWP will meet at 7 p.m.
simply preaching "the Dawson said. That
————
Chattanooga; Tenn.
tenders, if no candidate for those positions.
Skinner, Gleason; four for potluck at Jaycee
need for extra would be $178 million
Dexter Homemakers
Survivors include two brothers, Russell Scott,
revenue," regardless of less than what's needed
Building, Paducah. For Club
will serve plate
daughters, Mrs. Cynthia Atlanta, Ga., O.C. Scott,
its source.
local information call lunches
the first year and $190 Greer, Guild, and Mrs. Gleason
from 5 to 7 p.m.
Arthur
,
Scott,
489-2543.
Appearing before the million below
at Dexter Community
actual Vickie Scott, South Pitt- Paris, Tenn.. and
Interim joint Appropria- needs the
————
Center. A gospel singing
second, sburg, Tenn.; three Joseph Scott, Lansing,
tions and Revenue Com- Dawson said.
Saturday,Oct. 26
will follow. This will be
sons, Douglas Scott and Mich.
Country ham for benefit
mittee's budget review
of Calloway
breakfast will be served Association
subcommittee on
for Retardfrom 6 to 10:30 a.m. by ed Citizens and
transportation, Dawson
WPSDMurray Lodge No. 105 Telethon.
said Collins knows more
Free and Accepted
money is needed for the
————
Masons at lodge hall on
Road Fund.
Art class for children
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INVEST
MENTS
Highway 121 North at and adults,
"There is no question
taught by
Highway 1660.
that a revision of the
Lynn Warren, will begin
gasoline tax to produce
more revenue would be Industrial Average
26 .
/
1
4
-1.85
Goodyear
54% +%
acceptable," Dawson Air Products
I.B.M
18
/
1
4 +/
n%
1
4
said. Likewise for Apple Computer
Jerrico
20/
1
4 -1
/
4
Kmart
money-making changes American Telephone
34 +%
28 + 1/,
JCPenney
in the weight-distance Briggs & Stratton
/
1
4 -Vs
48
3.1LA
Penwalt
tax on heavy trucks, he Chrysler
37 unc
Cracker Barrell
Quaker Oats
11%4F+%
said.
57% +%
New York Strip Steak
201/4 unc
Scientific-Atlanta
The Road Fund is pro- Dollar Gen. Store
10% +1
/
4
*Includes choice of potato,
152
Sears
/
8 +%
jected to fall $368 Durakon
341/4 unc
tossad salad and
13/
1
4 UDC
Texaco
million short of the E-Z-Em Inc.
ss%
+%
french
bread
Time Inc.
88/
1
4 AA
56% +1
mark for taking care of Ford
(Fri. & Sat. Evening Only)
+1,4
Forum Group
U.S.Tobacco
3%
33 +
existing roads in the
Oct. 25th & 26th
G.A.F.
Wal-Mart
38% AA
27 Ay.
next two fiscal years, a
ALL
YOU
General MotOrs
CAN EAT BONELESS
Wendy's
85% -%
14% unc
figure that has grown in
GenCorp, Inc
FISH
C.E.F.
OR
CATFISH STEAKS
Yield
5444
-V.
7.37
the past few weeks,
Goodrich
32/
1
4 +/
1
4
Dawson acknowledged.
"I don't have any in$425
dication at all that they
(administration ofSTOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
ficials) are opposed to a
1906 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
MEMBE
R NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
revenue package" that
could include some kind
of tax increase, Dawson
said later in an
interview.
The possibilities inIt is estimated that physicians,dentists, podirlraM
clude, but are not
atrists, and other health professionals produce
over one billion prescriptions each year. And
limited to, a gas-tax inF.D.I.C. INSURED
each one of these prescriptions is in some way
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For
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any proposals," he
Because every prescription is in some way
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Dawson said he hadn't
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practice to use the prescription medicinesofothdiscussed the gas-tax
ers. Whatis good forone person may be harmful
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Tax may not be dead

Mrs. Dollie A. Lovett dies

Elections planned in Paris

Scott's funeral conducted
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government.
Under the system of
and one-third by other
apartheid,
South
blacks who suspect
Africa's 5 million whites
them of collaborating rule 24 million voteless
with the white-minority blacks.

thirds of them by -police

Five more killed in African rioting
JOHANNESBURG,
South Africa (AP) —
Rioters heaved hand
grenades and gasoline
bombs at security
forces in the Cape Town
area, and five more people were killed in antiapartheid unrest, police
said.
Police public affairs
officer Lt. Attie
Laubscher issued a warning to travelers planning to drive between
Cape Town and its international airport. The
nine-mile route skirts
black and mixed-race
areas, and ambushers
armed with rocks and
gasoline bombs increasingly have attacked
white motorists.
Laubscher also warned whites not to form
vigilante squads.
Residents of eastern
Cape Town suburbs had
reported that white men
in civilian clothes were

seen Tuesday and
Wednesday firing
shotguns into mixedrace neighborhoods.
The independent
South African Press
Association reported at
midday that "several"
foreign television crews
had been arrested in
Cape Town while covering a student gathering.
Today's police report
detailing incidents
through dawn said three
bodies of mixed-race
men killed by shoLgtm
fire were discovered in
the riot-torn district of
Phiullipi east of Cape
Town. There was no immediate indication how
the men were killed.
Mixed -race mobs
stoning cars near Paarl,
a wine center northeast
of Cape Town. came
under police shotgun
fire early this morning,
and one man was killed,
p(ilice said.

In other reports of
violence, police and
witnesses said attackers
heaved hand -grenades
at security patrolx near
Cape Town Wednesday
night and this morning.
Police said several
soldiers narrowly
escaped injury when a
grenade was thrown at
their armored personnel
carrier near the black
squatter community of
Crossroads. The blast
caused only minor
damage.
A hand grenade at'tack a year ago, when
the rioting was beginning, would have seemed
almost unthinkable.
Rioters thenbattled
police and the army
with stones and sticks.
The sole report of
violence outside the
Cape Town region came
from Atteridgeville outside Pretoria, where
police said an army

(NW
Nycoco

vehicle and a delivery
vehicle went damaged
extensively y gasoline
bombs.
Police said late
Wednesday that a
mixed-race man was
killed when a white man
opened fire on a crowd
stoning his car.
Rioters near Cape
Town. more than in
other areas around
South Africa, have succeeded in pushing
apartheid -related
unrest out of segregated
townships into white
areas.
This is partly because
black and mixed-race
Cape Town districts
often abut white
neighborhoods and
some areas are racially
integrated.
More than 760 people
nationwide have been
killed in anti-apartheid
rioting since September
1984, an estimated two-
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MSU faculty members are named
to teach in England next summer
Seven Murray State University faculty members have been
named to teach in England in
the summer of 1986 by the
Cooperative Center for Study in
Britain (CCSB), a Kentuckybased consortium of eight
universities that each year
organizes study programs in
Great Britain.
Selected on a competitive
basis, they join colleagues from
Western Kentucky University,
Morehead State, Northern Kentucky, Mississippi State and the
University of Tennessee at Martin in offering more than 40
courses in two distinct five-week
programs.'
Running from early June
through the first week in July,
the first program takes students
on study tours throughout Britain with tour sites built around
course themes. Students stay
with British families and in
university dormitories.
Dr. John Griffin, horticulture
professor at Murray State, will
lend students on a tour of the
gardens of England and
Scotland in his course titled
"Great Gardens of the British
Isles." Selected professors from
other universities will conduct
study tours built around themes
in home economics, education,
humanities, literature, nursing
and psychology.
Six Murray State faculty
members will offer courses in
the second summer program

from early July to early August.
Based in London, the second
program includes tours and
visits to other British locations.
Students and faculty will live in
the dormortories of King's College, Kensington, in the center
of London.
Dr. Vernon Gantt, a speech
and communications specialist,
will teach "Advanced Organizational Communication," a
course dealing with crosscultural differences in communication in tl)e business
setting.
James Schempp will integrate
visits to theatrical productions
in Britain with lectures and
workshops in his course titled
"Contemporary Theatre and
Literature."'
Two membrs of the English
faculty, Dr. Ron Cella and Dr.
Kieran Quinlan will offer
literature courses in the London
program. Cella's course, "The
Humanistic Tradition in Britain," is a multi-disciplinary examiryttion of the arts and
humanities in British culture,
while Quinlan 's course, "Old
World, New World," emphasizes
linkages between literary
figures and traditions in Britain
and America.
Dr. Miriam Piercy will teach
a course *titled "Education for
Kindergarten Children" with a
cross-cultural look at education
in Britain and America.

Dr. Marilyn Condon will also
provide a comparative look at
educational practices in her
special education course titled
"Education for Exceptional
Children."
Faculty from other universities will offer courses in a wide
range of disciplines in the
Londcw-based program, including art, business, education,
geography, history, music and
sociology.

°Allison
GPItotoptaphy
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All CCSB courses are open to
the general public, as well as to
college students. Program participants receive up to six hours
of college credit for courses
taken. Three hours of credit are
included in the basic program
costs, along with roundtrip airfare to England, accommodations and meals, transportation
in England, and a number of extra benefits. Each of the two programs cost less than $2,000.
The program is described as
"an incredible bargain" by Dr.
Tracy Harrington, CCSB board
member at Murray State.
"It is a great way to see
England and at the same time to
participate in an academically
sound, productive program," he
said.
Persons who would like more
information may write to:
Tracy Harrington, Director,
Faculty Resource Center, Murray State University, Murray,
Ky., 42071.

Retail prices up for fifth month
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
fifth straight 0.2 percent monthly increase in the government's Consumer Price Index
means inflation is running at
such a slow pace that Social
Security recipients will get their
smallest cost-of-living raise
since benefits were tied to
inflation.
Moreover, the September
retail price mea:sure reported
Wednesday by the Labor
Department added the final
figure to a federal income tax
"indexing" formula that will
translate to a barely noticeable
change in the average
American's 1986 taxes.
The 3.7 percent tax indexing
change — based on comparing
fiscal 1985 inflation to 1984 — will
result in the $1,040-per-person
income tax exemption rising to
$1,080 for returns filed in 1987.
The standard deduction for
single people will go from $2,390
to $2,480 and for couples from
$3,540 to $3,670.
Tax table brackets will be
widened by the same 3.7 percent
so more income will be taxed at
lower rates.
The 3.1 percent Social Security benefit increase — based on a
slightly different set of statistics
than those used for tax indexing
— works out to a $14 monthly increase for the average receipient starting Jan. 1.
In all, the modest changes are
a reflection of analysts' monthslong assertions that inflation is

no longer a major factor in the
U.S. economy.
Donald Straszheim, of Merrill
Lynch, Pierce Fenner and Smith
said the declining dollar is likely
to push inflation up slightly in
1986, "maybe a few tenths of a
percent, but not dramatically
so. We see continued good news
on inflation."
Robert Wescott, of Wharton
which is projecting 1986 inflation
at about 3.5 percent, said, "With
commodity prices as low as they
are and wages under control, we
are still going to see very
moderate inflation for the next
year."
In another report Wednesday,
the Commerce Department said
orders to U.S. factories for
durable goods dropped 1.1 percent last month as a big decline
in demand for military hardware offset small gains
elsewhere.
Without last month's 19.3 percent drop in defense contracts,
new orders would have posted a
0.7 percent increase in
September and a particularly
key category, non-defense
capital goods, showed a 4.7 percent increase.
In a separate report, the
Labor Department said
Americans'average weekly earnings, after adjusting for inflation, rose a sharp 0.7 percent in
September, the biggest increase
since April 1984.
The big gain stemmed from
increases in wages and hours

worked which were offset only
slightly by the 0.2 percent increase in inflation.
September's seasonally adjusted 0.2 increase in the Consumer Price Index means retail
prices are rising at a 3.2 percent
for the first three-quarters of
1985 and, coincidentally, are up
3.2 over September 1984.
For the past five months,
prices have risen at an annual
rate of just 2.4 percent — mostly
because of declining grocery
and fuel costs.
Indeed, a fifth straight decline
in the transportation component
— which includes gasoline and
automobile price and financing
charges — was the main factor
in keeping September's overall
increase modest despite a rare
rise in grocery prices.
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Life moves fast these days. There's so little time to
spend together as a family. And the "I Love You's'.that
we feel often go unsaid.
" Take a moment to express the joy you share with your
family, in a professional family portrait from Allison
Photography. Come in or call today. A wonderful
Christmas gift.
Harry Allison-Photographer
Cindy Chrisman,Veach-Assistant

Zena® Jeans Sale
24.99 Reg. 37.00
Exciting new fashion news in Zena® jeans. Fabulous selection of
fashion styles for you. Front figure has 100% denim with:
black plaid design. Figure standing has canvas yoke and waist _
with blue denim jean. Iunior and Misses sizes.

Medicaid fraud elimination
is one of committee's goals
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
special Medicaid committee
says one of its goals will be the
elimination of fraud in the program which provides health
care for the needy.
Brereton Jones, chairman of
the Medicaid Program Review
Advisory Committee, told
Wednesday's meeting that dealing first with the practical issues
of fraud and cost containment
might make the General
Assembly more favorable
toward allocating additional
funds for Medicaid in 1986.
The committee was created
by Gov. Martha Layne Collins to
examine the program and will
report its findings to the state
Cabinet for Human Resources
by Dec. 2.
There will be a public hearing
in Louisville Nov. 13 before committee members begin drafting
Ellen M. Buchart of
Louisville, the chairwoman of
the subcommittee reporting on
Medicaid eligibility, offered proposals that she said would
assure health care for as many
Kentuckians as possible.
Included were proposals to increase both Aid For Dependent

Children benefits and the income standards by which people
are judged to be ,medically
needy.
The Medicaid program in
Kentucky now covers 337,392
recipients at a cost of nearly $5.5
million. According to Ms.
Buchart's report, the program
covers only a little more than
half the state's 671,000 poor
people.
Two subcommittees headed
by Robert Slaton of Madisonville
and Robert Miller of Murray
suggested that the Legislature
permit liens on real property
owned by people in long-term
care centers to offset costs to
Medicaid.
The two committees also
recommended that the Cabinet
for Human Resources study
ways to provide health care to
Medicaid ra eqp,ietvt, th r(V.WF4
health maintenance
organizations
To hold down Medicaid fraud
and abuse, committee members
proposed that doctors and dentists be recruited to issue friendly warnings to colleagues
suspected of abusing the
system

304 N. 12th St.
753-8809

Central Shopping Center

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Please print
something about Sheehan's disease.
DEAR READER — Sheehan's disease has, blessedly, become a medical
curiosity In the past, before modern
obstetrical care, some women would
develop shock during childbirth, which
caused malfunction of the pituitary
hormones. These otherwise healthy
women would slip into a total body decline characterized by lack of breast
milk, insufficient natural cortisone
production, decreased thyroid function and loss of menstruation. Death
was an inevitable result. Fortunately.
hormones can now be administered to
correct deficiencies, so the condition

is fully treatable. More important,
there are readily available methods to
prevent shock, therefore, Sheehan's
syndrome has, for all practical purposes, been eradicated.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I've always
heard that medical columns are written by professional writers, not by
practicing doctors. Also, those few
doctors who do write don't practice,
but I've been told that you do both.
What's the story? Are you for real?
DEAR READER — Indeed I am. I
have a busy solo practice of internal
medicine which involves office work,
housecalls, nursing-home visits, admitting patients to hospital and serving as medical director of a highly regarded preparatory school. I am on
call every weekday night and every
third weekend — that's when I do most
of my writing, which is a form of relazation for me.
This Is as good a time as any to answer another reader's query having to
do with how I respond to my mail. I
am unable to answer each question
personally but, with few exceptions. I
try to answer every question in column form. The requirements of publishing, however, mean that I must
complete my columns several weeks
in advance. The advice I give in the
newspaper is as up-to-date as I can
make it. I respond the same way in

"Chim-Chim Chimney Sweeps"
Get a jump on cold
weather.
Have a professional
sweep clean your chimney.
Call us now for an appt.
and some facts about your
chimney & wood burning
safety.

753-3445

print that I do on a face-to-face basis
with patients. I do not take "potshots"
at doctors unless I think they deserve
to be criticized I welcome readers'
comments and questions, much as I
welcome comments and questions
from my own patients. Thanks for
reading my column and taking the
time to write.
DEAR DR. GOTT — May I offer a
suggestion for women with dry flaky
skin' I use one-third cup vegetable oil
in my bathwater. It is cheap, convenient, and for once in my life my skin
feels soft and the itching and flaking
have disappeared. Using mayonnaise
will accomplish the same results and,
no, you won't smell like a salad. One
drawback washing the tub. Believe
me,the tradeoff is well worth not feeling like a big potato chip after bathing.
DEAR READER — Thank you for
your helpful suggestion. I'd be interested to hear other readers' reactions
if they choose to try your novel
approach.
Send your questions to Dr. Gott at
P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101.
Due to volume of mail, individual
questions cannot be answered. Questions of general interest will be answered in future columns.
•INC NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Special!
Catfish Dinner
$399
Choice of potato(baked or french fries), cola slaw,
& hushpuppies.

Granny's Porch
16th Street
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British cameraman returns to Ethiopia
Editor's Note — A year ago,
Mohamed Amin, a Kenya-based
British cameraman, shot television film and photographs that
helped alert the world to the
famine in Ethiopia. Amin, who
has taken photographs for The
Associated Press for 17 years,
visited Ethiopia again this week
-to assess the impact of a big international aid effort.
By MOHAMED AMIN
SEKOTA, Ethiopia (AP — A
year ago in the mountains ringing Sekota, people were dying of
starvation by the hundreds
every day. Now, after a huge international effort to alleviate
Ethiopia's famine, people are
still dying, but the numbers are
lower.
Near newly dug graves,
women and children scratch in
the rocky soil for a few seeds of
grass to help them stay alive.
This isolated village in northern Wollo region, about 250
miles north of the capital, Addis
Ababa, is one of the pockets of
despair which still exist in
Ethiopia.
Because of its remoteness,
lack of good roads and a large
presence in the area of guerrillas of the Tigre People's
Liberation Front, Sekota has
stayed outside the mainstream
of the famine relief effort.
A month ago, a truck convoy
braved an attack by insurgents
and made its way over tortuous
roads to deliver food to Sekota.
At about the same time, British
Royal Air Force Hercules
transports airdropped food in a

six-day operation.
That was the last food from
outside to reach the village,
where a few staffers from the International Red Cross and the
French-Belgian volunteers'
group Medicins sans Frontieres
(Doctors without Borders)
maintain a feeding center for
about 2,000 people.
Between 800 and 900 other people hoping to get food from the
center were camped in the
shade of trees near an Ethiopian
Orthodox church. At night the
temperature drops to near
freezing.
The number of deaths varies
from day to day, and no figures
were available. One day this
week there were at least two
funerals at Sekota.
Relief workers said other
enclaves of famine were still being discovered in Ethiopia, a
country three times the size of
California and with only about
2,500 miles of fully paved roads.
But in much of the country,
there have been dramatic improvments brought about by the
aid effort.
At Mekelle, capital of Tigre
region, about 80,000 skeletal people huddled a year ago with
scant food or shelter waiting to
die.
Now only a few hundred sick
and elderly people and about
1.200 orphans remain in the
camp. Most of the other sur-

vivors have gone back to their
farms to take advantage of the
rains which came during the
past few months to break a
three-year drought.
Children laughed as they
played soccer on a scrubby plain
at Mekelle where not so long ago
their parents died. But their
future is fragile, relief workers
said.
A year ago, the government's
relief and rehabilitation commission was coping almost alone
with a famine that affected an
estimated 8 million of Ethiopia's
42 million people. Today, scores
of relief agencies from around
the world help Ethiopia's Relief
and Rehabilitation Commission
run more than 200 food distribution centers around the country.
But none of ttem can
guarantee to get food regularly
to such places as Sekota. The
government estimates the country as a whole will still need 1.2
million tons of food aid in 1986,
compared tm 1.5 millionnin 1985.
George Ngatiri, a Kenyan
physician who has been working
in Ethiopian famine camps for
nearly two years, told a visitor
to Alamata in northern Wollo:
"Help from around the world
has made a tremendous difference and helped to save many
lives. But now these people need
aid to get back to their farms to
start all over again. There's no
simple solution."

MSU receives travel-research grant
from Reader's Digest Foundation
The Department of Journalism and Radio-Television at
Murray State University has
received a $1,000 travelresearch grant from the
Reader's Digest Foundation for
the second consecutive year.
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey,
department chairman, said the
money is to be used for students
In the journalism program to
travel and do research for articles that will be submitted for
publication to newspapers and
magazines.
He said the grant "will be a
particularly great asset to our
feature and magazine production class, although not limited
to those students." The department also received grants in
1969 and 1970.
Students approved for travel

funds through the program get
first-hand experience in planning field work, organizing and
wilting an article, trying to get
it published and keeping an accurate account of expenses..
Begun in 1955 by DeWitt
Wallace, founder of Reader's
Digest, the travel-research
grant program has enabled
thousands of journalism
students to cover off-campus
stories in the past 30 years.
Kent Rhodes, foundation
president and administrator of
the grants program, said:
"While we like to see the
students' stories published in the
college newspaper, it is
especially pleasing to see them
appear in other magazines or
newspapers."

Aging agency schedules workshop

on Coping Skill and Adaptation
The Purchase Area Agency on
Aging has scheduled a workshop
on Coping Skill and Adaptation
for Wednesday, Oct. 30, from 9
a.m. until 11 a.m. in the Purchase Area Development
District Conference Room.
The workshop is provided by
the University of Kentucky's
Gerontology Extension Program which is sponsored by the
Council on Aging and the Center
for Developmental Change.
Topics for Wednesday's
workshop include Death and Dying, Retirement, and Illness.
Robert Marshall Shepherd,
Berea, will conduct the
workshop. Mr. Shepherd attended both Syracuse and Columbia

Meet
Audra Moody
of the
Home Team
See Audra For
All Your
Real Estate Needs

Universities. Before moving to
Kentucky he held the position of
Director of Public Information
at Marymount College. He has
traveled extensively and conducted numerous workshops in
the areas of aging problems and
services.
Anyone interested in learning
new coping skills for death and
dying, retirement, and illness is
invited to attend the workshop.
Those individuals who work with
elderly may be particularly interested in the workshop. For
additional information contact
the Purchase Area Development
District at 247-7171, 554-2097, or
753-8325.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

Not all the pieces of the career
puzzle fit. You're right to tread
carefully. A child adds to your
responsibilities.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
Attending to unfinished business is
not much fun, but at least you'll get
something done. Romance is somewhat confusing.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Guests seem to stay beyond their
welcome, although group activities
are favored now. You may volunteer
for an assignment
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Don't let rumors sway you. Morning is best for career gains. Complete
present duties. A new proposition is
tricky.
PISCES
Wee
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
sow
A friend has problems, but you're
glad to be in a position to help.
However, do not become financially
involved in any way.
YOU HORN TODAY are creative,
with the ability ta commerciah.your talents in a big way You ken
towards painting, sculpture and
musk. At times, you're also drawn to
businesses allied to the arts. You
certainly would make a good hindraiser for any cause that appealed to
you. Often you choose a professional
career that could later lead you into
politka.

HOLTON, MELUGIN & HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE

Rent a 7 passenger
Custom Van to go to
the Tigers Away Games.

YOU BETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

206 Main St., Murray, Ky.
753-3415

(
Th 153-9132
mm4

batter
Accession's

Dwain
Call Gen€
Taylor 502-753-26
Chevrolet, Inc.

c
NtLzi.

711 12M

Mole

Michael A. Holton
753-8756

Van Haverstock
753-7123

Ham Sandwich,
French Fries &
Medium Drink
I Your authorized Dealer for
Xerox copy machines &
Xerox Memory Writers and
aglifilafas supplies

TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.

512 Main St.
753-0123
1-800-592-3499

of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1885
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
A responsibility is successfully
discharged. Someone doesn't keep
his or her word. Shady business
tactics keep you on your toes.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Concrete realities are a blessing on
this day when so much is up in the
air. However, you have no reason to
doubt a loved one.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Concentrate on the job to be done.
With hard work, you'll achieve your
objectives. You seem somewhat
muddled about a friendship.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
04116
Attend to matters relating to children's interests. Not everyone is on
the up-and-up in business. Keep your
guard up
LEO
(hay 23 to Aug. 22)
You may not be sure of the right
thing to do in a ticklish situation. On
the home front, however, things go
according to plan
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept 22)
Partners arrive at important decisions. Stay clear of dubiess investments. Slick operators now make an
appearance
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Your tendency is to accept what
comes in the way of duo, and not
much more Try not to be left on the
short end in a money deal

Auto•Home
Cornmercial•Farm
Life•Bonds

8.8%

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER BUY
YOUR INSURANCE FROM A
FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON

4
118
P MONTHS
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

85-86 ESCORT
85-86 TEMPO
86 BRONCO II
86 RANGER
Ends Nov. 22nd!
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'
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Bel Mr Center
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Buick
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Top Quality
Parts
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Prices
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MSU slates exhibitions;two Racers injured

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Emotionally speaking, Friday night's local
high school football
teams will be playing in
a couple of potential
tear-jerkers.
Not that people will be
upset to watch the
techniques or style of
play that either
Calloway or Murray
High will display, but
after the games there
may or.. may not be
reasons for joyful
celebrations or tearyeyed reminiscences. .

be seeking a joyful fled into the 3A league)
celebration when the was in 1981. Since the
Lakers travel to hiring of Jack Haskins
Paducah Tilghman for the Laker program has
the Class 3A district ti- returned to title tle. A victory by the challenging status after
Lakers would make a dismal 0-2 start this
them a perfect 4-0 in season. Today the
league .!lay and would Lakers are 6-2 and the
grant them a trip to the timing couldn't have
regional playoffs. Even been better, Haskins
If they lose, Tilghman says.
still must play
Hopkinsville in league
"It's an extremely
competition.
good feeling to come to a
new school and be playThe only time the ing for the district
Lakers won the district championship the first
outright (before season," Haskins said
Tilghman and this morning in a
Calloway County will Hopkinsville were shuf- telephone interview.

CONTEMPLATION - Murray High football coach Tony Franklin watches as his
Tigers destroy Lone Oak, 43-0, in last week's
homecoming game. Friday Franklin will experience another homecoming as he takes his
MIIS squad, to Caldwell County where he
played his high school football career under Al
Giordano.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

"Our first goal was to
have a winning season
and our second was to
try and make the
playoffs. Well, we've
already made our first
goal and Friday night
we shoot for the
second."
Entering this season
with a brand new
coaching staff and
players, Haskins said he
didn't quite know what
to expect at first. Things
have changed though.
"When I first got here
I saw we had some
talent, but I knew it
would t*ke some time to
get organized. I'm not
that surprised, personally, that wee won
six games. I aunted
five or six I thought we
would win when I first
looked at our schedule
this season.
'The thing about it is,
winning has always
been a part of football to
me. I didn't come in
here with the intentions
of losing. I just had to
convince' some other
people to see things the
same way."
Now, with a believing
attitude sweeping the
CCHS program, the
Lakers• face their
"toughest team yet this
season," in Haskins'
assessment.
"Tilghman has speed
- a lot of speed - and
they'll definitely be the
best team we face all
season," he insisted.
The key to a Laker
victory? Points will obviously make the difference, but something
more basic than that
will be part of the Laker
gameplan: first downs.
"If we can control the
ball and keep it away
from their speedsters
(runningback Willie
Shumpert and fullback
Eugene Sanders) and if
we can stop them when
they do have the ball,
we'll have a chance.
"If we do win this one,

and that's why we're going up there," Haskins
said, "we'll be walking
on cloud nine. That's for
sure."
• • •
Murray High coach
Tony Franklin will have
mixed emotions playing
at Caldwell County Friday night. Besides
returning to his high
school alma mater,
Franklin will be facing
his old high school coach
for the last time.
Coach Al Giordano announced his intentions
to retire from coaching
after 13 seasons at
Caldwell County and
Friday will mark his
last home game.
Franklin says Giordano's decision should
fire up the Caldwell
players and spell trouble for the 5-3 Murray
High squad.
"Those kids will
definitely be emotionally charged," Franklin
said about the Caldwell
players. "I remember
how I felt when I played
for (coach Giordano)

and they will be out to
win this one for him. It
will be a big emotional
game for me, too, since
I played for him."
As a matter of fact,
back in 1975, Franklin
was a member of the
first team to play on the
then-new Princeton
field and he vividly
remembers the inaugural contest. He was
playing Murray High
and was knocked out of
the game with a broken
collarbone.
"I've got a lot of
memories about that
place. Some good. Some
not so good," Franklin
laughed. When asked if
he would have any
qualms about beating
his retiring ex-coach,
Franklin responded:
"I have a special feeling for him and someday, if I ever have kids,
I'll want them to play
for a coach like Al Giordano. If we beat
Caldwell, I'll feel sorry
for him after it's over,
but definitely not
during."

The top teams in the Kentucky Associated
Press high school football polls, with first-plate
votes, records and total points:
Jeff. Co. AAAA
1.Lou. Ballard (16)
8-0 80
2.Lou. Male
7-1 48
3.Lou. DeSales
7-1 32
(tie) St. Xavier
5-3 32
-5.Lou. Trinity
6-2 21
Others receiving votes: Lou. Southern, Lou.
Eastern, Lou. Fairdale.
State AAAA
1.Christian Co.(11)
5-273
2.Boone Co.(4)
8-160
3.Henderson Co.
8-1 51
4.0wensboro(1)
5-2 35
5.Boyd Co.
7-2 10
Others receiving votes: North Hardin, Shelby
Co., Lex. Lafayette, Laurel Co., Lex. Henry
Clay, Marshall Co.

The Murray State
University basketball
team has scheduled two
intra-squad scrimmages,one of which will.
benefit the American
Cancer Society.
MSU's first public
Blue-Gold scrimmage
will be Saturday, Nov.2,
in conjunction with
Parents Day activities
on the MSU campus.
Tipoff for the scrimmage, which will last an
hour, is at 11 a.m., immediately following a 10
a.m. scrimmage by the
Lady Racer baslietball
team.
On Tuesday, Nov. 5,
the Racers will travel to
Paddcah for an intrasquad scrimmage at
Paducah, Tilghman

5' Fiberglass
Tub & Shower
Unit
$ 1 8900

for me to sit up there
and tell them this is a
do-or-die situation and
all that - no, we won't
get into that. The
players know it."
With one more victory, the Cardinals will
win their second World
Series in four seasons.
"We're just counting
on Danny Jackson to
have an outstanding
game like the first time
he • pitched against
them," Howser said.
Jackson was ttie loser
In the Cardinals' 3-1
opening-game victory

despite allowing only
four hits and striking
out seven batters.
The problem then was
that he was pitching
against John Tudor, the
winner with 62-3 innings
of seven-hit, one-run
ball.
Jackson won't have
that problem tonight
because on Wednesday
night Tudor shut down
the Royals on five hits
and struck out eight.
It gave the Cardinals
03-1 lead in the best-ofseven Series with the
fifth game tonight and,

"We're pleased we're
able to join with the
other basketball programs around the state
in support of the fight
against cancer," said
first-year MSU head
coach Steve Newton.
"Denny Crum at
Louisville is the chairman of the American
Cancer Society in Kentucky this year, and he
has asked each program
around the state to help
in the battle against this
terrible disease. We
were very happy to lend
our support while giving
our fans and alumni in

Paducah a chance to see
our new team."
The Racers will warm
up for the 1985-86 season
on Nov. 16 with an exhibition game against
Netherlands;Team Permalens at 7:80 p.m. in
Racer Arena. The
regular season officially
opens on Nov. 23 when
MSU hosts William
Penn College at 8 p.m.

are starting to come
together."
A pair of junior college transfers have suffered injuries in the early going. Forward Derrick Flowers has injured an ankle and is expected to be out of action for a week, while
center Darryl Pace suffered a broken toe in an
activities class.
"The situation with
Darryl is a waiting
one," said Newton. "All
he can do is keep playing, wait for it to heal,
and try to endure the
pain until it does heal."
The Racers also
welcomed yet another
new face to the squad as
a player emerged from
open try-outs, Ed
Zausch, whose father

After a full week of
practice, Newton has
been pleased with the
progress of his team.
"We've got a lot of
new faces, so we know
the going will be slow at
first," he said. "We're
stressing defensive play
now and slowly putting
It together on offense.
The pieces of the puzzle

Class AAA
i.Cov. Catholic (13).
2.Cawood (2)
3.Newport
8-1 49
4.Danville
7-2 30
5.Pad. Tilghman (1)
6-227
Others receiving votes: Ft. Thomas
Highlands, Bell Co., Calloway Co., Belfry,
Erlanger-Lloyd, Hopkinsville.
Class AA
1.Corbin (14)
9-0 75
2.Mayfield(2)
7-1 49
3.Ft. Knox
8-0 45
4.Bardstown
8-0 35
5.Prestonsburg
8-1 12
(tie) Glasgow
9-0 12
Others receiving votes: Trigg Co., Newport
Catholic, Todd Co.
Class A
1.Paris (13)
8-1 77
2.Beechwood (2)
7-1 61
3.Fulton Co.(1)
8-0 43
4.Bath Co.
8-1 43
5.Paintsville
4-3 10
Others receiving votes: Pikeville,
Cumberland, Russellville, Crittendon Co., Garrard Co., Carroll Co.

if necessary, the final
two next weekend in
Kansas City.
The Royals are facing
enormous odds. Only
five times in the 82
years of the World
Series has a team down
3-1 ever won it, most
recently the 1979 Pittsburgh Pirates. And no
team that lost its first
two Series games at
home, as Kansas City
did, has come back to
win it all.
The Royals have been
in this situation before,
most recently against
Toronto in the American
League playoffs.
"We didn't quit, we
didn't pout, we didn't
moan, we didn't give
up," Royals slugger
George Brett said, "and
we're sure as hell not
going to give up now.
We've come too far to

give up.'
B ut How Ser
acknowledged that
there's no comparison
between last week and
today.
"Those were the
playoffs. This is the
World Series. There is a
difference," he said.
"I'd like to say it's the
same. We're in the same
position. But there's still
more at stake."
So with survival on
the line, the 23-year-old
Jackson, 14-12 during
the regular season, will
be pitching against Bob
Forsch, 9-6 as a spot
starter and long
reliever. Forsch, a
35-year -old righthander, was ineffective
In his only playoff appearance. giving up two
runs in 3 1-3 innings
against the Los Angeles
Dodgers.

•'85 Johnson Outboards in
stock, 25 h.p., rope start. Low
as $1400
•150 h.p. with trim. Low<s
$4500
•12-Johnson Trolling Motors,
925 h.p. thru 70 h.p. motors
•1-154 Astroglass
•1-176 Astroglass
Over 25 used motors and
boats for the duck hunters
and fishermen

MURRAY - 503 WALRUT - 753-3062
PADUCAH - JULIA ST. - 444-0110

Werld Series At Aelance
Sy The Associated Press
Al Times EDT
Saturday's Came

In%utante

Saturday. Oct. 26

St . Louis at Kansas City. 8:25
p.m.. If necessary
Sunday, Oct.27
St Louis at Kansas City. 8:30
p.m.. U necessary

Louie 1. Kansas City 1

Sunday's Grew

Louts 4. Kansas City 2

According to a Parker as the National
survey4 the Baseball Lea.gue's Most
Writers Association of ValuaAle Player for
America, St. Louis out- 1985%.
fielder Willie McGee is
The -survey, conan early favorite to ducted by The Cincinedge Cincinnati's Dave nati Enquirer, included

the intentions of 21 of
the 24 members of the
association who vote on
the annual award.
The official results
will not be announced
for several weeks.

759-9888

UNDEFEATED - The Furys, a member
team of the 6-7 year-old division of the MurrayCalloway County Soccer Association, finished
their 1985 fall season with a perfect 8-0 record.
Members of the squad include (bottom row,
from left) Joey Cox, Tony Robertson, Brett
Childers, Andrew O'Rourke, Kelly Kidd, (second row) Amanda Barrow, Royce Newton,
Michael Hart, Brandon McCoy, Marty Koca,
Ben Majors, (standing) coach Kathy Newton,
coach Joyce McCoy, and not pictured is Allison
Duke.

Racer runners brace for-OVC championships
In the wake of a
run the best we possibly
strong showing in the
Can.
final tune-up meet of the
Senior William Jorfall, ithe Murray State
dan is showing signs of
University men's and
peaking at the right
women's cross country time. As individual
teams believe they are runner-up in Alabama,
ready for the challenge Jordan improved his
of the Ohio Valley Con- showing against many
ference championship, of the same runners
to be held in Morehead, from meets earlier in
Ky., on Saturday.
the fall. MSU's 81 points
After finishing a close at Tuscaloosa kept it
fourth at the University close to winner Western
of Alabama Invitational Kentucky (39). Auburn
last Saturday, men's (71), and Division II
coach Jay Flanagan power Troy State (77)
thinks his team has put
On the women's side,
In a good season of coach Margaret Simpreparation for the OVC mons is confident of her
meet.
team's ability to
"We've done the job I challenge for its first
had hoped for," he said. OVC title.since 1982, but
"I think we're ready to knows to expect strong

teams from Eastern 68 to 70, even without the
Kentucky and Akron.
services of consistent
"This is an excellent No. 3 runner Maryellen
team," she said of her Schultz, who sufferd an
charges. "I think injury during warm-ups
they're where they want at Alabama and is questo be. We just have to tionable for Saturday.
hang in there."
Thus far, the Lady
Racers have been either
first or second as a team
in every meet they've
attended. Last Saturday
was no exception, as
they finished second to
host Alabama, the only
squad that's been able
to surpass MSU all
season.
Powered by Kathy
Hein and Nina Funderburk, the Lady Racers
edged Western Kentucky for second place,

Oldsmobile-Pontiac -Cadillac-Buick
1.06 WEST MAUR STREET
MURRAY

KENTUCKY 42071

Classes for Adults
in the Spring of '86

v Brooks Unique-2 colors
v• Pony MVP-2 colors
v Adidas Centenial-2 colors
Converse Startech-2 colors
FNew Balance 590-2 colors t/ Converse Persuader-2 colors
v•Pflike Convention-2 colors v Children's Hitops-8 styles

1

Almond or White

"We welcome Ed to
the team," said Newton.
"He gives us two
talented walk-ons
(along with 6-3 guard
Greg McQueary) who
we can depend on to
give us a hand. With
Ed's family
background, there's no
doubt in my mind he'll
contribute to ou-r
program."

fie
Sinai Health
Slate tar

524 Main

GET PSYCHED - Calloway County coach
Jack Haskins will be taking his team to Paducah
Friday to play Tilghman for what could be the
Class 3A district championship if the Lakers win.
In his first season Haskins has already chalked
up a 6-2 record.
File photo by Chris Evans

Come in nos
Durng ur nd c.
clearance sae a'
preps•ed for
So,."

For health
Insurance to help
pay soaring
hospital and
surgical bills, check
with State Farm.

played on the 1964
NCAA College Division
national championship
team at the University
of Evansville, where ha
was a teammate of
Jerry Sloan. A 6-7, 200
pound forward, Zausch
will add depth to the
Racer front line. Born in,
Evansville, Zausch now
lives in Henderson.

Larry Krouse Insurance

Tudor pitches St. Louis to brink of WS title
ST. LOUIS (AP) There's nothing left to
say. If the Kansas City
Royals don't know what
to do by now, nothing
Dick Howser can tell
them will mean very
much.
"It's too late for conversation ," the
manager said following
Wednesday night's 3-0
loss to the St. Louis Cardinals that brought the
Royals to the brink of
elimination in the World
Series.
"I don't mean that
fatally," he said.

High School, beginning
at 8 p.m. Proceeds from
the gate will be donated
to the American Cancer
Society.
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Over 100 styles of Men's,
Women's & Children's Shoes

Anyone?

40% Off

Court Casuoltallk••AdIdos•& More
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Calloway County at Paducah Tilghman

Good
Luck
Lakers!

WAI:MART
Meet
Audra Moody
of the
Home Team

T WIN
24 HOURS

See Audra For
All Your
Real Estate Needs

Rent a 7 passenger
Custom Van to go to
the Lakers Away Games.

Dwain
Call Gene._
502-753-2617
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE
YOU BETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
Tim
Ilatteries
Ilattmem

McCLARD

753-9132
N
7S1 .211 PSI

SHELL
401 Olive

From Tucker T.V.
Your

GOOD LUCK LAKERS!

*Auto
*Home

•Automotive Parts & Paint
•Complete Automotive
Glass Shop

641 N. Murray

*Commercial
*Form

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main

753-4563

Good Luck
Lakers
Maricor-t

753-5321

Good Luck Lakers!

D & W Auto
Supply Inc.

512 S. 12th

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

"PTO
8.8o/0

48 MONTHS
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

85-86 ESCORT
85-86 TEMPO
86 BRONCO II
86 RANGER

Murray

753-0489

Burt Reynolds,
Clint Eastwood

753-2900
1914 Coldwater Road

THE
HOKE
COMPANY

%ben a hot-shot cop
and a wise-gtn gum.shoe
Ret tORether the heat is on!

Ends Nov. 22nd!

PARKER FORD

Television
Headquarters

FRI. NOV. 1
7 PM.
CHANNEL 24

Call
753-3003

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER BUY
youp INSURANCE FROM A
•FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON
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Purciom,
Thurman
•& McNutt
Din 0101~1
$0180.11ide
PION AWN cowl sq.
losainagago
comodiestos 753-4451

Xerox copy machines &
Xerox Memory Writers and
supplies.

TWIN LAKES
INC
PRODUCTS,
OFFICE
753-0123
512 Main St.
1-800-592-3499

'Bulk Feed & Fertilizer
'Bulk Seed
'Farm and Garden Supplies
'Horse care products and
•Nordic tack line
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Governor says Toyota will, choose
site soon; Kentucky may be picked
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins said
today that Toyota officials probably will choose the location of
their new American automobile
plant in at least two months, adding she hoped Kentucky was
am9ng finalists.
"I have every indication they
will make (the decision) by the
end of the year," she told
Statehouse reporters in a
telephone hookup from Tokyo,
where she is nearing the end of a
two-week trip to China, Hong
Kong and Japan.
Asked if Kentucky was on the
company's "short list" of
finalists, Collins said: "We'd
like to think we are. Toyota was
very complimentary."
But, she added,"I can't stress
enough the tough competition
we're up against. All the states
are putting their best foot
forward."
A team of Toyota officials
reportedly has visited two sites
In Hardin County and one in
Scott County. Collins said she
didn't know if other sites had
been visited.
The facility reportedly will involve the investment of nearly
$600 million and create as many
as 2,500 jobs at the assembly
plant itself. As with any project
of that size, thousands more jobs

would be expected in satellite industies supplying parts to the
assembly operation.
As many as 30 states reportedly are vying for the plant, and
some reports have put Kentucky
among the frontrunners for the
plant, perhaps even the leading
candidate. Collins said
repeatedly that details of
Toyota's decision-making were
hush-hush.
Commerce Secretary Carroll
Knicely has called those reports
premature, but said he believes
Kentucky has "a very good shot
at it."
Collins said that she also had
met with officials of four other
companies considering plants in
Kentucky. She wouldn't identify
them. Those industrialists "are
very close to making a decision.
We're on the short list," she
said. C
And she announced that
Hitachi Automotive Products
(USA) Inc. already has decided
to expand its plant under construction at Harrodsburg. The
company will add a building to
make car alternators and
starter motors, she said.
It "doubles their original investment" and will create 250
more jobs, Collins said.
Collins said she met with

members of Toyota's siteselection committee, its president and the head of the carmaker's bank.
Several American governors
have been to Japan to court
Toyota, but Collins said she was
"one of the few" who got to meet
the company president,
Shoichiro Toyoda.
Company officials quizzed her
about the state's industrial
climate, quality of education
and "Kentucky's receptiveness
to the Japanese people," she
said.
Officials of the Tokai Bank
agreed "to support Kentucky's
bid for Toyota plant," Collins
said, She indicated, however,
that Kentucky had no monopoly
on that support.
The carmaker's president
hadn't been briefed on his
team's site visits, Collins said.
That should occur within a week
and "the ultimate" signal that
Kentucky was in the running for
the plant would be for the state
to receive another call for information, she said.
Members of the delegation
visiting potential sites were noncommittal and asked general
questions about water and sewer
services plus other utilities.
There also were questions about
the educational facilities.

the troubled farming industry,
the statement said.
John C. Bush, the council's executive director, said no other
state council in the nation is as
heavily involved in promoting
ecumenism — cooperation
among congregations in worship, study and civic work.
Bush said the council would be
consulting clergy and other
community religious leaders to
help them form ecumenical
organizations.
Delegates also voted into
membership the American
Lutheran Church, which has
nearly 1,000 embers in four central Kentucky congregations.

THE ACES®
"Logical consequences are the
scarecrows of fools and the beacons
of wise men."
— Thomas H. Huxley.

What happens if South plays his
ace of trumps too early? He should
consider the consequences before he
makes the play.
South ruffed the heart queen and
cashed dummy's two high trumps,
hoping to drop a doubleton queen.
Next he started clubs, and West took
his ace and cashed the high trump.
Another heart lead forced South's
last trump and South lost control.
NORTH
10-24-A
4A K 6
•K 6 3
•Q J 9
4 J 10 8 6
WEST
EAST
•Q 10 8
•4 2
•Q J 9 8 5
•A 10 7 4 2
•A 8 5
•7 6 4 3
4A 3
+42

BOBBY WOLFF

He could manage only eight tricks
and went two down.
Would South have succeeded had
the trump queen dropped? Not likely, since he couldn't afford to draw
the last trump anyway. South's play
of the second high trump was therefore a play that had no chance to
gain.
After cashing one high trump, declarer should lead a diamond to
knock out the ace. West continues
hearts and South ruffs. The club ace
is attacked and West forces South to
ruff a third heart. Now it's safe for
South to draw that second trump before cashing the minor suit winners.
The defenders get only two aces and
the queen of trumps, and South
scores his vulnerable game.
BID WITH THE ACES

10-24-B
South holds:

North
1•
3•

West
1•
Pass
Pass

ANSWER: Pass. North's jump
shows 16-18 support points, but this
hand has little to contribute.

East
2•
Pass
Pass

South
3 IP
4

Opening lead Heart queen

THE FAR SIDE

,NAT
KIND OF TREE WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE?HOW DOE5 IT
FEEL TO NAVE FEELINGS
1401.4) DO YOU F

try\ 0Av‘,'

1965 United Feature Syndcale

r

YOU AT THE TOP SHOULD
REM EMBER "POWER
CORRUPTS P-IP ABSOLUTE
POWER CORRUPTS
A-F.4 OLUTELY"

0
Ais&
"
*

The church joins 13 other Protestant and Catholic denominations in making up the council.
The Rev. Tecumseh X.
Graham of Louisville was
elected president of the council
for 1986 and the Rev. J. Donald
Moorehead of Paducah was
elected first vice-president.
Evelyn Vance of Louisville
was elected second vicepresident; the Rev. David Hilton
of Morehead was elected
secretary and the Rev. Charles
M. Hanna Jr. of Lexington was
elected treasurer.

4.
411,„„4
5

.c

410

litritat)i JAAPT---

Hog market

10-2,
-} •

Federal State Market News Service October 24,
1265
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Market Report Includes 4 Buying Stations
Receipts* Act. 5711 Est. 400 Harrows & (Hits .22
lower Sows hilly 00 higher
US 1-2 210-244 Ibi.
144.04344.50
US 1.2 3103.210 lb..
143.110-44.00
US 2-3 210-254 lb....
$43.54-44.00
US 3-4 250-2/0 lb.,
142.50-43.50
Sows
US 1.2 210-350 lb.
$33.10.34.0I
U8 IS 300450 lb..
133.010-35.00
US 1-3 450404 lb.
$34.0034.00
1.18 1-3 over 300 lb*
1134.00311.40
US 1-3111-100 lb*
132.0033.00
Mars $1113.1111-1•.50

Sweater Savings Spree!
aStriped Shaker
Knit Sweaters

15.99

Reg. 23.99
Oversized shaker knit
sweaters for this seasons
most popular look. A
beautiful selection of
colors to accent your fall
wardrobe S.M.t

5.00 Will
Hold Your
Layaway

Hand Knit
Vest Sweaters
b

+42

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer West
The bidding:

IF YOU LUERE A TREE,

JUMP ONTO
THE PILLOW,
NERMAL!

44 2
•A 1074 2
•7 6 4 3

SOUTH
•J 9 7 5 3
•- - •K 102
4K Q 9 7 5

North
Dbl.
3 NT
Pass

kat) DIP YOU FEEL AFTER,
YOU LANDED? N04.1.) DID
YOU FEEL LINEN YOU TOOK
OFF 7 HOW DO YOU FEEL?

PAGE 7-B
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Council adopts plan to boost community activity
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Council of Churches adopted a three-year plan
to foster greater cooperation
among its 14 member congregations and to move them increasingly into community programs.
The plan, approved by more
than 100 delegates to the council's annual assembly, includes
assistance to communities in
developing ecumenical work, a
literacy program, working with
crime victims and training
church workers who deal with
abused and missing children,
according to a council statement
issued Thursday.
Delegates also voted to study

TNIS 15 YOUR REPORTER
INTERVIEWIN6 THE FAMOUS
"LONE BEAGLE"AFTER NIS
FLI6NT AC1055 NE ATLANTIC

THURSDAY, OCTOBER U, 1985

South
1 IP

15.99

Reg. 23.99
Create a multitude of exciting outfits with a
beautiful hand-knit vest.
Choose from an as'•ortment,of styles and colors

Send bridge questions to The
Aces. P0 Box
12343, Dallas, Texas 75225. with
sell-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
COPYrigbt. INS. United Pastore Syndicate

c Hand Knit &
Novelty
Sweaters

By GARY LARSON

19.

9
9Reg
29.99
°
Treat yourself to
beautifully hand knit or
novelty sweater. Shown is
a luxurious acrylic sweater
with pearl accents. A
lovely collection of styles.
\ f

W4;61

Behr's & Lee® Anniversary Giveaway

Doggy's sci•f1C41 protect gets in Mr Og's hair

Register to WIN a Litton Microwave Oven FREE!
1 Mc wave Given Away For Each Of Our 34 Stores!
That Makes 34 Microwaves Given Away FREE! ---- *Must Be 18 To Win.
Murray, Ky.
Central Shopping Center
•
4

wwwillansimpaggs

4

`IOW
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

.1. egal

1 .Legal

A of oclober 4,

_

•

ACT
am no longer responsi- ton Sherman, Deceasble for any debts other ed. Exceptions to this
than my own. Gregg M. settlement must be filSmith.
ed in the Calloway
District Court on or
NOTICE TO
before November 4,
CREDITORS
1985, the date of
The following estate
fiduciary appoint- hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
ments have been
Circuit Court Clerk
made in the Calloway
District Court. All
LEGAL NOTICE
claims against these
A final settlement of
estates should be filed
with the fidicuary accounts has been filed in the Calloway
within six months of
District Court by
date of gualificatjon.
Audrey L. Sills, AdCharles N. Axson,
ministratrix, of the
Hazel,
Calloway
estate of Charley W.
County, KY 42071
Bucy, Deceased. ExDeceased. Sandra A.
ceptions to this settleQuinn Gratz, 5125
ment must be filed in
Potomac, Ft. Wayne,
IN 46815 Executrix. the Calloway District
Court on or before
Michael W. Hobbs, 105
November 4, 1985. the
North Sixth Street,
date of hearing.
Murray, KY 42071
Ann P. Wilson,
Attorney.
Circuit Court Clerk
Warterfield. Ruth
Robertson, 100 North
LEGAL NOTICE
12th Street, Murray,
A final settlement of
KY Deceased. Billy
accounts
has been filNat Galloway, Route
ed in the Calloway
#1, Box 8, Almo, KY
District Court by Bil42020 Executor. Sid
ly Gene Thurmond
Easley, 204 South
and Mary Louise
Sixth Street, Murray,
Thurmond,
CoKY 42071 Attorney.
Administrators, of the
Lora Steely. 1609
estate of Willie Ethel
West .Olive Street,
Duiguid Thurmond,
Murray, KY 42071
Deceased. Exceptions
Deceased.
Roy
to this settlement
Bynum, 2109 Colmust be filed in the
dwater Road, MurCalloway
District
ray, KY 42071 ExCourt on or before
ecutor. Ricky A.
November 4, 1985, the
Lam kin, 201 South 5th
date of hearing.
Street. Murray, KY
Ann P. Wilson,
42071 Attorney.
Cireuit Court Clerk
Rickey Lee Young,
Almo, KY
42020
LEGAL NOTICE
Deceased.
Mavis
A periodic settleOeda Young, Route
ment of accounts has
01, Almo, KY 42020
been filed in the
A dministratrix. Max
Calloway
District
Parker. Calloway
Court by Eleanor
County Courthouse,
Kendall-Hblmes,
Murray, KY 42071
Guardian for Ketha
Attorney.
Enid Kendall-Holmes,
Ann P. Wilson,
Minor Child.
Circuit Court Clerk
Exceptions to this
settlement must be filLEGAL NOTICE
ed in the Calloway
A final settlement of
District Court on or
accounts has been filbefore November 4,
ed in the Calloway
1985, the date of
District Court by Carl
hearing.
W. Lawrence and
Ann P. Wilson,
Loreda L. Alton, CoCircuit Court Clerk
Administrators, of the
estate
of
Paul
Lawrence, Deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
District Court on or
before November 4,
1985, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

1

2

Notice

9. Situation Wanted

24

Miscellaneous

28 Mobile Homes tor Rent 32. Apts for Rent
12x60 2 BR mobile
home, partially fur
2 BR, bath & 1/2 duplex
nished, natural gas, apt. Clean, attractive,
nice, Mobile Home wood burning fireplace,
Village. Call 753-3895 stove, refrigerator,
after 5p.m.
fully carpeted, $200 per
2 OR I BR. furnished, month. Call 436-2755
AC/natural gas. Shady after 4p.m.
Oaks 753-5209.
2 BR duplex in West9 Br, 2 bath, brick wood Subdivision. Call
skirting, central heat k after 5p.m. 753-3966.
air, 5 minutes out. City FOUR room apt., parwater & cable. Call tially furnished, near
downtown. call 753-4645
492-8722 or 759-1155.
JONES Mobile Home after 3p.m.
Court is now open- 15 FURNISHED 1 BR apt.
homes available, 1610 900 Coldwater Rd. No
Miller Ave. 1 block from pets. $140 per month.
Call 753-5980.
University. 753-4358
MOBILE home lots for NEW 2 BR, central heaf
& air, refrigerator &
rent. Call 753-0611.
stove. No pets. Call
NICE 2 BR, 2 bath, 492-8634.
central gas heat, ap- TAKING applications
pliances, water and for Section 8. Rent
trash removal fur- Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
nished. Coleman Real BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Estate 753-9898.
NICE 2 BR trailer near E qualHousing
Murray. No pets. Call Opportunity.
489-2611
TRAILERS for rent. 33. Rooms for Rent
Couples only please.
Dills Trailer Court 753- ROOMS for rent. $126
per month, all utilities
9104.
paid. Call 759-4032.

WILL do house keeping,
For Sale - Elec.
have references. Call
hospital bed in ex753-6129.
WILL do bodes cleancellent condition.
ing. Experienced. De$150 Will give like
Nov. 2nd
pendable. References
new
mattress
Love, Gina, Brigitte
753-6043.
Call
8 a.m. & 12 noon
w/bed
& Brittany
WOULD
like to do
Make Reservations
901-782-3450
babysitting or house
Early
keeping. Call 489-2611 or
489-2655.
CHAIN SAW DULL'?
753-0153 or
Keith will make your
492-8738
saw cut good as new.
121 Bp.-'5.3.O74
11. Instruction
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
GUITAR lessons, all DIAMOND solitaire
types- classical, pop, ring, appraised at $350.
general-line
5. Lost and Found
country, etc. Call 753- Ruby & diamond ring,
country
FOUND a young cat, 3686.
appraised at $700. Best
store
less than 1 year old.
offer. Call 753-7737.
Black & grey stripes, 13 For Sale or Trade
HOURS
rIREWOOD for sale.
friendly & loveable. 8th
Tues.-Fri.
oak & hickory, $22.50
1976
HONDA
Gold
& Olive St. Call 753-8640.
9-5
Wing, new paint job & delivered. Call 489-2839.
saturday 9-1
lots of extras.- $1800. riftEWOOD, $25 a rick,
.Notice
6. Help Wanted
Closed
Will trade for car, red oak & white oak.
AMERICA'S
Leading
Sunday
pickup truck or camper Call 753-0659.
New Nutritional Co., trailer. Call
753-0290 or FREE vacuum bagger
Monday
Herbal Care, is seeking 753-9194.
PHOTO
with any new 100 series
founding sales directors
Wheel Horse Mower.
ENLARGING
for your area. (Her- 14, Want to Buy
Stokes Tractor, Lndustbalifers, don't miss
Mal Rd., 753-1819.
'
5x7 Only $1"
Jim Suiter & out.) Our facilities are WED refrigerator ap- REVII
07M73;771
FDA licensed. We have prox. 30" - high. 80" year rU
Jerry Henry will the products and the wide. Call 753-8216.
old, $400. Call
8x10 Only *3"
364-6182 or 354-6995.
WANT
to
buy
cotton
products
the
are
issue.
be
Up To Poster Size
in
our
quilt scraps. Call 437- RENS Cabinet & Wood
Call 759-9948 after 5p.m.
20:28
Working Shop. Custom
showroom
4806.
ARTIST'S models
In Store
made furniture &
temporary
part-time, 15.
from 6:30-8:00
cabinets to fit your
Articles for Sale
One Hour Service
salary $5.00 per hour.
Mon., •Tues., Experience and artistic 1975 FROST free Sears need, gun cases, gun 29. Heating and Cooling 34. Houses for Rent
And Complete
sensativity preferred. refrigerator with ice racks & bow racks. rISHER Papa Bear 3 BR house, -5 miles
Thurs., Fri.
PROCESSING
Work will be assigned maker, excellent con- Estimates are given. stove. Call 436-5570.
from town, garage &
Orders are now being rISHER
With individual
according to need for dition. Call 753-8950.
PURDOM
wood burning carpot. $225 month,
taken for Christmas. stove,
models for Spring FRIGIDAIRE dryer,
mom bear size, deposit required. Call
And Personal
. Call 753-0834.
MOTORS, INC. semester,
excellent condition, 753-6459 after 5p.m.
1986. Contact Maytag washer, $300.
Attention
Old•-Pont -Cad auk*
kEROSENE
heaters:
$150. Call 489-2117.
Art Department, Call 753-6035.
EXTRA nice duplex,
Murray State Univers- WRITELP5M-77tT-fr. 7200 BTU's $59.99, 14.600
energy efficient, central
BTU's
$69.99,
20,000
ity. 502-762-3784. refrigerator with texheat/air, heat pump,
BTU's $99.99. Wallin
EOEMF.
32. Apts for Rent
tured steel door, only Hardware, Paris, TN
refrigerator/freezer,
EASY ASSEMBLT $8.00 per week. Rudolph
dishwasher,
ONE HOUR PHOTO
NIT424 LITITR-371117-24 1 & 2 BR apt. near stove,
WORK! $600.00 per 100. Goodyear 753-0595.
garbage disposal, furdowntown
Murray.
runNew.
List
$6246,
Guaranteed payment. WHIRLPOOL heavy
nished. Coleman RE
CRASS
No experience/no duty washer with 4 sell $4700-'Oct. only. Adults only. Call 753- 753-9898.
4109,
762-6650,
or
436
Stokes
Tractor,
IndustFURNITURE
sales. Details send self- cycles, only $6.130 per
FOR rent: 3 bedrooms,.
2844.
addressed stamped en- week. Rudolph rial Rd. 753-1319.
10353,-.1
2 baths, living room,
1
BR
furnished
apt.,
air dining
-shipmentEW
i:=E
Downtown Murray
velope; Elan Vital. 332, Goodyear, 753-0595.
room, den, kitconditioned.
Boys
MODEL Wheel Horse
7534521
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
chen, 2-car garage. $450
mowers, just received preferred. No pets. 121 month
16. Home Furnishings
Pierce, FL 33482.
plus 1 month
COSMETOLOGY by
Oct. Only will sell at North, next to fair
HOLIDAY Inn of ANTIQUE
deposit. Phone 753-4303
hide -a-bed
LaDora. Perms inMurray is accepting sofa, solid oak library 1985 prices. Stokes grounds. 753-3139.
or
1-615-384-5273.
dividually formulated.
Tractor 753-1319.
2 BR apt. Embassy Apt,
applications for re- table. Call 753-7989
after NOW taking orders for
753-0658. 10-5, closed
$225 per month. 1 BR SMALL 2 bdrm. large
staurant personnel & 12p.m.
Sat.
Christmas delivery on apt. Cardinal Apt., $170 kitchen, quiet
management. Apply at
DOUBLE oven, couch, custom forged knives. per month.
TODDLER Day Care
the front desk.
Efliciency neighborhood, near
chair, ottoman. Best Call Joe Keeslar 753- apt. at
has openings for infants
Olive St. Apt. hospital. Highest heat
.,.• LADY to live in with offer. Call 753-3164.
& toddlers. Ky. license.
7919 after 5p.m.
$125 per month. Call bill $40. $200 plus deInvalid lady. Room,
Call 753-2555.
Metal Roofing
posit. Call 753-0157.
board and salary. Call WHIRLPOOL heavy ONE heavy duty tran- 753-3530 after 5p.m.
duty dryer with 3 temp smission jack, one
759-1661.
& Siding
selections, only $4.00 heavy duty air jack. 212 Months
LEGAL secretary. per week.
Factory direct. Fkst qualiRudolph 10x10 aluminum & glass
paralegal.
Challenging
ty
$43.00
per
painted
Interest Free
Goodyear, 753-0595.
overhead doors. Call
position.
Computer
&
square.Galvanized $33.00
WHITE French Pro- 753-0212.
Financing
accounting
skills
reper square. Full 36"
quired. Law office ex- vincial bedroom suite, PICK-UP TRUCK BED
Goodyear
coverage Pay only for
perience & shorthand good condition, $150. MATS- RUBBER- all
121 Bypass
what you get. 5V metal in
Passenger Tires;
sizes- DISCOUNT
helpful. Submit rsume Call 753-7659.
PRICES so low you
standard lengths at
to: P.O. Box 1040.1,, 19. Farm Equipment
Magnavox TV.'s.
r Ember Hearths
have to come see for
$26.95 per square.
Murray, Ky.
Whirlpool
rWood Burning Stove
Woods Farm Center
NEED extra money? 1068 MODEL TD15 B. yourself. Stokes Tractor
Appliances.
502-965 3176 Marion,
You can make $1,000, series, tilt blade, power Co., Industrial Rd. 753iFireplace
Inserts
Only At
$2,000, $3,000 in October. shift, good condition, 1319.
Kentucky Free Delivery 25
,Sure-flame
outside furnaces
$12,500. Call 753-2905 or PICK up all your leaves
Call 502-443-6469.
squares and up.
RUDOLPH
435-4367.
&
-clippings
grass
with
PERSON familiar with
(wood or ccrat1-GOODYEAR
sheet metal layout & 3300 JD combine, both our new lawn vacuum.
Will
headers,
fit
most
any
good
riding
condi753-0595
fabrication work. Exmower you may own!
perienced only need tion. Call 435-4155.
inquire. Call 901-642- GOOD 300 Massey Stokes Tractor, Indust7000, 7a.m.-4p.m. or Ferguson Combine, rial Rd., 753-1319.
The one-stop shop for all
come in for application: ready for the field. RAILROAD ties, S
your heating needs!
grades,
Price
$7,
$9
reasonable.
&
$12.
Call
Call
Volunteer Sheet Metal,
753-2905 or 435-4343.
Mayfield Hwy. 69N, 435-4524.
LATE 1979 4400 John SEASONED firewood.
Paris, TN.
WORLD Book needs a Deere combine, excel- oak, hickory, mixed
Folks be a wise buyer
manager trainee in the lent condition, kept in hardwoods $30/rick
Murray area. Write shed. Call 502-642-2435 delivered. MM. order 2
for your car or home stereo &
ricks. Call John Boyer
P.O. Box 1733 Paducah, or 642-2491.
boom boxes for Christmas.
753-0338
Ky. 42001 or call 502-55420
Sports
Equipment
SILVER Dollar Mobile
5500.
We can match prices with big
YOUNG aggressive 12 GAUGE Smith & Home roof coating, 5
BOTTLED GAS
discount stores.
computer businees ex- Wesson automatic, gas gal. pale $19.99. Wallin
20 lb. - $5.00 panding to Murray. operated, vent rib, Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Just shop & compare.
Accepting resumes for same as new. Call
30 lb. - $7.50 managers
and. sales 753-3331.
100 lb. - $29_,_00 , people. Micro computer 15P Body Tone 309, $50
FARMERS
753-5865
,222 S. 12th St.
experience
Call 753-6255 after 5p.m.
LAND
LP-GAS & TANKS Send resumenecessary.
OWNERS
to P.O. REMINGTON M-700
Box 685, Murray.
Call 753-4533 or
58." Gal.
270 caliber, excellent,
Director of Nursing
759-4640 (night)
$225, would consider
li250 Tnk. - $250
Remington 12g. M-870
Marshal County Hospital, an 80 bed,
Brick Mason for
for
500 Ink. - $450
magmum on trade. Call
Dayton Ohio
JCAH accredited hospital & skilled nursing
Fertilizer-Stacdust
753-4811 or 753-0561.
1119.18 an hour
facility
is seeking a qualified director of
Fredonia Lime
LAKE
.11010$ LP GAS
Only qualified
nursing.
22.Musical
Seed
&
Complete
need apply.
5511:1111, ILIKTUallf
Qualified candidate will posess a BSH I.
PIANO for sale
Spreading Service
513-263-9402
CALL COMO
at least 3 years significant nursing manageWanted: responsible
35413011
302-554-2622
AG BROKERS
party to assume small
ment experience.
Industrial Road
monthly payments on
Attractive salary & benefits.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
piano. See locally. Call
We want your business
9. Situation Wanted
3 Card of Thanks
Submit resumes to:
credit manager 1-800Op
N.14
James Branon, administrator
CERTIFIED nurses aid 447-4266.
A DO
E 1111A
Marshall County Hospital
would like to care for RHYTI-IMATIC electric 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Card of Thanks
elderly person. Call rhythm system, 6 dif
ARDE
VIM
503 E. 9th St., Benton, Ky. 42044
I would like to
12x55,
BR,
2
new
gas
436-2548.
ferent drum beats perT
BA1T
thank
everyone
CHRISTIAN lady will fect condition. Call 753- furnace, air conditioE A
A
ner, furnished. Call
who called & came
do light house cleaning, 7989 after 12p.m.
Days 759-1221, nights
A L L
A
H E
by to see me, laundry and or ironing. SPINET Piano by 753-2483.
Baldwin, good condiA
especially the ones Call Carol 436-2548.
U S
with elderly tion. Call after 5p.m. 12x60 mobile home with
AP
I tried so hard to Idaywillorstaynight
R S
extended living room,
or will 753-7245,
find jobs for. I don't live-in through
partially furnished
1
A L E
the
know how I would
week. Off Sat. k Sun. WHEEL Horse lawn Also, wringer top
I T
Al
HA S
Call days 753-4590, sweepers- light- me- washer with double
have made it this
0
I NN
ATT LE
nights 753-3631. I have dium & heavy duty- pull tubs. Call 436-5888.
without
far
your
type. Stokes Tractor, 1971 ESQUIRE, 2 BR, 1
OA TIID
A NIIE E L
good references.
concern & support.
ND S
S
G R A MI Thanks
WILL babysit in my Industrial Road, 753- bath, 2 AC., bar, stools,
so much to
LR furniture. Best ofhome weekdays. Re- 1319.
WHIRLPOOL fer. Call 753-3833.
all of you.
ferences. Call 753-7875.
While Supplies Last
WILL do babysitting in microwave oven with 1974 12x60 NEW Moon, 2
Bob Williams
700
watts
cooking
BR,
1
porch,
bath,
deck,
my home. Call 759-9896
4 Small piano
10 Be ill
power, only $4.50 week. central heat & air, new
or 753-3664.
5 Part of a
11 Damp
Rudoph Goodyear, 753- carpet. Call 753-4024
chapter
17 Suspends
0595.
before 2p.m.
6 Seed coating
19 Negative
WICKS in stock for 1984 14)de Buccaneer, 3
7 Legal matters
prefix
kerosene heaters, 88 BR, 2 full baths, fur8 Revised
20 Game at
brands, 422 models. nished, central air &
Purchase
The
District
Health
Department
abbr
cards
Wallin Hardware, heat. Call 753-0220.
has
an opening for a Clerk Typist III posi21 Sour
9 Resort
Paris, TN.
1985 MOBILE home
substance
tion. Primary work location will be in the
WOOD for sale. $25 a 14x66. 2 bedroom, 2
22 Attire
Calloway County Health Center, Murray,
rick delivered. $20 you bath, all electric with 2
MOVIES
24 Swiftness
pick it up. Wood is decks on lot in Kirksey
Kentucky.
25 Gaming
.99 Cent Special
located close to town. Lot size 112)(220. Take
cubes
Weekend Special Starting Friday
Call 753-2435.
Beginning salary is $4.15 per hour,or $311.25
over payments. Must
26 Rent
WOOD heaters, 25" sell. Call 1-354-6413.
Rent ANY 4 Movies for $9.95
bi-weekly
27 Chemical
brick lined firebox, cast NEED room? 1976 New
Return eny or ell and exchange for only 994 each
compound
Experience: Graduation from high school
iron door & grates, Moon 14x80 ft., 3
lathery* rood Friday. Saturday a Monday
29 Leaning
deluxe
cabinet
with
Including
bedrms.,
supplemented
or
2
full
baths,
by
a course in
OPIN:
DI 114140/111 Shopping Gotta,
Tower city
lift-up
cook
surface
top.
central
heat
and
air.
10-7 Daily
typing and two years experience in clerical
31 Suck
$299.99. Wallin Hard- Call 753-2596 or 753-6296
10-11 Fri. a Sat.
75S-T731
33 Food fish
work which has been in the performance of
ware, Paris. TN.
after 4p.m.
37 Frozen water
moderately difficult clerical and typing
38 Glistens
duties.
42 Spanish
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
sods
The position will involve typing, filing,
Gold
SNver
.45 Name for
answering telephone, work with patient's
Closed
Athena
Closed
Hwy. 68 West, Cadiz, Ky.
medical records and other clerical related
46 Send forth
Yesterday 327.00
Yesterday
6.20
dut!.?.s.
17 Deity
OP•md
OP•md
41 NOM,metal
327.50
Application may be picked up at the
Today
Today
820
49 Ordinance
Calloway County Health Center, 701 Olive
7.50
No Change
50 Precious
UP
-.me.
rigs
Street. Murray, Kentucky
52 Fuss
6 a.m.-11 a.m.
r AP A '“r1+
Deadline for receiving applications will be
53 WOW
Ham-Bacon
Country
-Sausag•
55 Sun god
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 31. 1985
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Charles Outland, Executor, of the estate of
Jewell H. Outland,
Deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway
District
Court on or before
November 4, 1985, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

HAPPY 25TH
ANNIVERSARY,
Mom 4t Dad.

Survival
Game

Country \otions

Everyone
Call
JERRY
GUPTON
on his 40th
Birthday
Friday,
Oct. 25th
753-7421

Ozark Log Homes
& Stove Shoppe

*Good selection of used stoves

DRINKING AND
DRIVING
CAN

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Janet C. Sherman,
Executrix, of the
estate of James Clin-

2.Notice

Legal

Top Quality
Picture
Gallery
5th & Olive

$150 & up

11

World of Sound

KILL A FRIENDSHIP

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

ri

1 That woman
4 Extra
9 Carpenters
tool
12 Time gone by
13 Peeled
14 Baker's
product
15 Also
16 Flower
17 stop
18 Last
20 Note of scale
21 Exclamation
23 Limb
24 Pet
28 Headgear
30 Series of
three
dramas pl
32 Wading bird
34 October brew
35 Command to
cat
36 Followers
39 Compass
point

40 Stiffness
41 Article
43 Teutonic
deity
44 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
45 Old
womanish
47 Precious
metal
50 Secluded
valley
51 Chart
54 Anglo-Saxon
money
55 Pee Wee of
old Dodgers
56 Artificial
language
57 Condensed
moisture
58 Collect
59 Small child
DOWN
1 Chapeau
2 The self
3 Top of house

o'

FOR SALE
New Kerosun Radiant 8
8200 BTU Heaters
$6500

SALE PRICED

PHONE 753-7393

NOTICE

4;i'veft:
0
1 `vV,

HAMTOWN RESTAURANT.

Sat. Oct. 26th-Buffet Breakfast
$3.95

TIM TR AN PrQUAI OPPORTVNITY 11CMPlfrVER

•
0

Scramble Eggs, Pancakes Fruit Bar
Biscuits & Gravy

THE MURRAY LEL(iER & TIMES

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1985

CLASSIFIEDS
34. Houses for

Rent

KY. Lake water front, 2
br brick, furnished
house $325 per month.
Call 1-444-6444
NICE 2 BR waterfront
"A" Frame, Pine Bluff
Shores. Coleman RE
753-0898.
36. For Rent or Lease
25x60 BUILDING in
Murray. Call 489-2761
after 6p.m.

38 .

Pets -Supplies

AFRICAN grey parrot,
Quaker Parakeet,
Canary-Winged Parakeet & cages Call
436-2318.
AKC Alaskan Malamute puppies. $125 &
up. Nice pets, good
guard dogs. Shots &
wormed. Call 753-9390

41

Public Sates

YARD SALE

41. Public Sales

3 Party
Yard Sale
Thur. & Fri.
About 1 mile out on
Hwy. 94 West - right
before flashing yellow
light. See signs.
New brand name tennis
shoes, many sizes, furniture, clothes, boy's
bike, ping pong table
and many other items
for everyone.

YARD SALE

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8-4
809 N. 19th St.
Patio furniture, tkes,
camper topper, clothes,
tools, ofige machines,
toys, 'rooks,
old
records, bicycles, lawn
mowers, radios, knives.
tape players, nic-nacs.
Lots of collectors items.
Everything must go.

YARD
SALE

1403 Cardinal Dr.
Thur. & Fri.
10 til Dark
Sat. 8 til Dark
Kerosene
heater,
clothing, watches,
record albums, chain
household
saw,
items, toys, swing
set, tools, misc.
Cancel if rains.

Misc. Items, toys,
clothes,
some
baby items, portable dishwasher.

YARD
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

Friday &
Saturday
8-4
At The
Flower Basket
Lots of
clothes.

childrens

Fri. 25th
& Sat. 26th
8-3 p.m.
1718 Holiday

Sat., Oct. 26
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
2215
Edinborough

MOVING
SALE

2107 Coldwater
Road. 3rd house
on left past Shady
Oaks Trailer Court
on 121.
Antique
dishes,
clothes, furniture, appliances, guns, go-cart,
station wagon

Fri. & Sat.
7-6
203 N. 10th
Couch & chair, dining table, double bed
& single bed, air conditioner, refrigerator,
electric heater, many
other items.

MOVING
SALE
Friday Only
1617 Miller Ave
Couch, complete set
china, children's
clothes,
books.
Everything must go.
No sales before
8 a.m.

GARAGE
SALE
Friday Only
100 South
13th Street

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Oct. 26th, 1985 at 10 a.m. at the Dan
Millert.From Murray, Ky. take 94
west to Lynn Grove, Ky.From Mayfield take 121
toward Murray to 1836 south. See Auction signs.
Will sell antiques. collector items and good
usuable furniture.
Nice Poster bedroom suite, other bedroom suites, odd beds, chiffarobe, cedar lined chest, old buffet, 5 leg oak kitchen table, other
old dining tables, tredal sewing machine, old oak dining chairs,
electric sewing machine, good color T.V. with remote control, 5
drawer chest, 3 drawer chest, dresser base, school desk, straight,
chairs, fancy oak display case, other display cases, couch & chairs,
odd chairs, recliner, breakfast set, 4 electric cook stoves, nice
refrigerator, G.E. washer, collection of old cigarette lighters & old
knives, office desk, coffee 8r end tables, nice table lamps, hidabed
couch, electric heaters, wood home heater with blower, 110 air conditioner, fold up wheel chair, good Brunswick Commander pool
table, used carpet, wringer washer, nice wood cook stove with
water tank & warning closet, some glass & china, old camera,some
depression glass, brass bottom lantern, very good & usual aladdin lamp, wash kettle, fishing equipment, carpenter tools, hunting
clothes, new life jacket, hand & garden tools, old red wagon,
pressure spray, 2 weed eaters, good chain saw, circle saw, large
saber saw, Yamaha 3 wheeler, electric welder, golf clubs, wash
tubs, nuts & bolts, nice 1975 Toyota station wagon with air, p.b.
WW sell at 12 noon. Many other items not listed. Sale held rain

or shine. Not responsible for accidents. For more information &
your auction needs phone 435-4144

-

Mrray Ledger & Times

38. Pets-Supplles
38. Pets-Supplies
ALUMINUM clog box, 3 SMALL Conure parrot
stalls, fits behind the and cage, $75 or trade
cab of any standard for gun Call 436-5510
pickup, $75. Call 7534517 or 753-1741.
POINTER pups- Mis- 41 Public Sales
sissippi Rifle, Miller's
Chief and Pork Roll
Breeding. All ages Phone 492-8607 days,
Oct. 25 & 26
after 5p.m. 753-2789.
6 a.m.-?
4 1 . Public Sales

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
Darrell Beane - App. Auctioneer
"My service doesn't cost, it pays"
WATCH NEXT WEEK'S PAPER FOR
LARGE ESTATE AUCTION

AUCTION
Saturday, Oct. 26, 1985
10:00 A.M. Rain or Shine
7 miles south of Mayfield, Ky. on 121 Highway in Farmington,
selling the old Farmington High School and 5Y2 acres plus or
minus.
REAL ESTATE & SURPLUS PROPERTY
Brick structure. containing approxknetely 20,000 sq. feet of floor space, consisting of gym with hardwood floor, 52x74, several classrooms 30x21 unattached brick building 20x70, metal building 20x100, basement with approximately 1560 square feet. with natural gas and city water, setting on 514 acres plus
or minus.
To be offered to be removed from property, modular building with YI bath,
all electric. Has been used for offices, cafeteria and ciessrooms. containing approxlmatety 3100 sq. ft. of floor space.
NOTE - This property will be offered in separate parcels and then together
as a combination.
Terms: 15% down day of sale, cash balance with passing of deed within 30
days. You can see this property anyday before day of sale by contacting
674-5580 or 674-5523, selling agents. or Graves County Board of Education
247-2868.
SURPLUS PROPERTY
Clerk fork Rh does not run 6 cydinder engine. 2-Hobart potato peelers. Hobert
mixer. Hobart steam kettle, Hotpoint grill, Steam pot, gas hot plate with oven.
trampoline large, hot water steam heater, dish rack, AlumaGlass pickup topper
long wheel base. 2 sets of pickup truck tool boxes side mount, approx. 60 split
treated post, 1 lot of typewriters electric end manual. 11ot of 30 Inches electric
ranges, 1 lot of sewing machines, 1 lot of TV's. 1 lot of machine cabinets, 1
lot of school desks, 1 lot of fens, washers and dryers, dishwashers, copying
mochinm, tape recorders, projectors, several boxes of dishes, pots and pans
and kitchen utensils. other items being brought from other Chaves County
Schools
This property being sold under the rules of absolute auction
Any announcement mods day of sale takes precedence over printed matter.
Graves County School System. Owner

Col Pool Wilkerson & Sons
R. o t

43

Real Estate

DUPLEX furnished on
Ky. Lake, about 220 ft.
of water front. Nice for
two retired couples. On
point of Blood river on
lake side. About one
acre of land. Place for
dock. For rent or sale
by owner. Call 436-2402
after 5p.m.
PADD money now
available. 10.5ek fixed
Interest, 29 year loan, 5%
down. Income limit
$48,000, sales price limit
$68,640, 3-year no-home
ownership, assumable
loan. For more information call Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898.
46

Homes for Sale

3 BEDROOM brick, 2
full baths, 30x30 game
room, 15x21 den, 15x24
living room, 2 car
garage, 3,000 sq. ft.
Fresh paint inside Sr
out. New carpet.
Located on double cor--ner lot in East Y
Subdivision, $65,000.
Call 753-5717.
3 BR, 2 bath, large
family room (could be
used for mother-in-law
apt.). Quiet street near
sh.opping center,
$55,000. Call 753-4486.
4 BR on 2 1/2 acre lot, 2
car garage, lots of out
buildings. Kirksey area.
$23,000. 1-247-0102.
ENJOY beautiful Lake
view from this 4 Br, 2
bath brick home in
Panorama Shores. 2
kitchens, fireplace in
den. Unbelievable low
price, $35,000., Contact
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
kY. Lake water front
house, 2 BR, brick. For
sale or lease with
option. Owner may
except late model car as
part down payment.
$54,500. Call 444-6444.
LOVELY country home
on 4 acres, recently
listed through Kopperud Realty. Lots of
mature shade trees &
lovely landscaping.
Well maintained &
ready for quick possession. Offered at only
$35,000. Phone 753-1222
MODERN 2 BR frame
home & lot, well &
outbuilding. Near Ky.
Lake. Priced at $12,900.
Call 436-5439.
NEW listing! I bedroom
brick with CE heat & air
conveniently located
between Murray &
Mayfield. Extra's include unique rustic
family room; 4 ceiling
fans, built in phone
jacks. Spacious deck
overlooks 2 acre lot with
plenty of garden area
and extra storage. At
$45,000 it could be one of
best buys on market.
Murray Calloway Co.
Realty, 753-8146 or Ron
Talent, 753-9894.
PRICE just retuced on
this like new, 3 BR,
brick home on 2 acres.
Central electric heat
pump with reasonable
utility bills, 1 & 112
baths, attractive landscaping. Let us show
you this one at $47,500.
Phone Kopperud Realty
753-1222.
RUSTIC log home with
lovely stone fireplace at
the edge of the city. 3
bedrooms, central heat
& air, large unfinished
basement which could
be finished at minimal
expense. $44,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for all details.
SMALL house and lot,
10 miles north of
Murray on Old 641.
$7,500. Call 759 9591
after 5p.m.
Two bedroom brick
home, den with wood
burning fireplace, gar
age and pond on approx.
2 acre lot State Line
Rd west of Hazel, Ky
Call 498 8749.
47

Motorcycles

1077 RA-WASAK
KZ1000 LTD, corvette
red, sharp & very fast.
Must sell. Call after
ap.m. 474-8817
083 HONDA 116- 3.
wheeler, $500 1979
Honda XR80, $300 Both
in excellent condition
' Must sell. Call 435-4219
1984 TAVATTA 2?5 3wheeler, shaft drive.
excellent condition.
electic start Call before
5p.m. 753-0109. after
Sp m. 474-9374
49
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49. Used Cars

AUCTION
Home, 10 Acres with Marketable Timber
Wood Working Tools-FurnitureTruck-Boat-Motor-Tractor
Saturday, October 26th 10:00 A.M.
Home of Stan & Maxine Sluss, Route 1,
Dover. About 2 miles from Courthouse on
State Hwy. 18, hose of hill before going to
Milton's Sawmill.
Description of Real Estate: All modern home and
10 acres. See to appreciate, located on private drive
with beautiful towering shade trees. Has nice area for
garden. Lots of marketable timber. Set on your front
porch, see the squirrels and deer ploy. Here you're
close to town but have the country living you like. Inspect, come prepared to buy. This fine property has
huge workshop (wired), has all kind of shop equipment being sold.
Reason: Stan & Maxine have bought home in Florida
and are moving.
Terms: 20% down sole date, 15% more down day
of closing. Balance 8% int. for 60 payments or cash,
you have the choice.
Note: Owner has right to accept or refuse last bid.
We're not playing, they want to sell.
List
Furniture: Sleeper sofa, wing arm choir, 3 recliners,
end tables, coffee table, oak bedroom suite, Queen
sized bed, dressing table, lamp tables, dresser, old
dresser & bed, Hollywood bed, poplar mechanic
library, lg. asst. box cassettes, record player, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, freezer, humidifier, dehumidifier,
Tappan range, wood heater, Franklin stove, 4
toasters, 3 mixers, iron skillets, pots pans, pole lamp,
table lamp, 9 x 12 oriental rug, lawn chairs, stereo
amplifier, vac. cleaner, window fan, elec. heater,
garden hose, desk, utility table, gloss top patio table,
kitchen cabinet, old wooden chairs.
Auctioneer's Note: This is only a partial listing of
good furniture & household items. Everything clean
as a pin and lots of items one year old or less.
Duna: Model Remington 16 gauge, 410 Winchester,
1 -Savage 222, nylon Remington 22, 44 Roger with
electronic sight, Remington 22 (old) quick point, 1 -air
pellet pistol, 2-hunting knives.
Shop Tools: Cement mixer-3/4 h.p. mtr., 12- planer,
10" radial arm sow, 10" Craftsman table saw, 14"
band saw, 16 speed drill press, 4" jointer, Belsaw
shorpall, 18" chain sow, 16" chain sow, 10" sow,
Craftsman router & attachments, router table, 2
dovetail plates, Milwaukee sawall, Million Falls 3/8
1
4 drill, airless paint sprayer, 2 h.p. air comdrill, /
pressor, air grease gun, B & D 71
/
4 skill sow, B & D
8" H.D. saw, 2 handploners, wood vises, clamps, peg
board & hooks, oak plywood, storm windows, copper tubing, plumbing hardware, lots & lots of tools
not mentioned. Small sand blaster.
Fishing Equipt.-Sporting GoodsGarden Tools-Trectors
16 Ft. Fiberglsss boat +80 h.p. Merc. & trailer, 10
h.p. outboard, 5 h.p. ou&oard, electric trolling motor,
12 ft. olu. boat, truck topper camper, 2 wheel trailer,
rods & reels, 14 h.p. Bolens garden tractor, 36"
mower, plow, cultivator, snow blade, disk, 1-8N Ford
tractor, plow, bush hog:Truck-350 Ford w/crew cab,
1974, need short block.
Auctletwer's Cogrornorits: Anyone desiring a mini
farm, look this one over. Excellent location, very
desirable terms. If you need furniture, look no furthee,
like new and expensive when purchased. Shop tools
that are good and plenty of them. Everyone will find
something useful
Firm Lk. 45

Used Cars

S
T 1. A
1 9 7 4 C
Supreme. blue white
good transportation
a50. Can be seen at 13-1
Coach Estates or call
753-If433

49. Used Cars

52

1974 CHEVROLET, 50 QUALITY used cars
cheap! Call 753-5285 & trucks in stock now.
after 4p.m.
Deals Oh Wheels Auto
1975 CHEVROLET Sales, 217 N 6th St.
Monte Carlo Landau, Mayfield, Ky.
$350. Chevrolet motor 1-247-2424.
home, fully self- '69 PLYMOUTH Fury
contained, $3100. Extra III, V•8, intact car,
heavy farm wagon, excellent condition. 1
$300, will trade. Call owner, reasonable offer
considered. Phone 759436-2506.
1976 BUICK Electra 4613.
Limited, good condi- '78 BUICK Park Ave.,
tion, extra nice. Call excellent condition.
Best buy ever. 84,000
753-2898.
1076 CHEV Silvered() miles. 52700. Call 753pickup, white, short 7275.
wheel base, 79,000 mi. '78 COUGAR, good
condition, 59,000 miles,
Call 474-8045 after 6p.m.
1976 MONZA, good 1 owner. Call 753-0087
condition, motor excel- after 6p.m.
lent, new battery, vinyl '84 VOLKSWAGON
top. muffler, air, AM - Rabbit GTi, air, 5
FM. Best offer. Call speed, AM/FM cassette, red. Excellent
753-8821.
1977 BUICK Regal, good condition. $6950. Call
looking 2 door, PS, PB, 436-5610.
automatic transmission. May be seen at
50. Used Trucks
1109 Pogue Ave. 753-4652
before 4p.m., 753-8295 1964 GMC ton & 4, 4
after 5p.m. Make me an door, V-6 engine, very
offer.
good shape. 509 S. 11th.
1977 CHEVROLET 1965 DODGE 4 ton step
Caprice Classic, 4 dr., side pickup, $440. DePB, PS, air, cruise, Walt 14" radial arm
good condition, $1500. saw and stand, $550.
Call 753-3846 days, 753- Craftsman jig saw, ,
14
8349 nights.
h.p. electric motor,
1979 nATSUN 280 ZX, 1125. 2 large shop
excellent condition. Call vacuums, $30. Call between 7a.m.•3:30p m
489-2715.
1979 DATSUN 280-ZX. 753-0521, after 5 & on
white, AC, cruise, weekends 436-2333.
automatic, 96xxxl Hwy. 1973 CHEV. PU, long
miles). Excellent con- bed, power steering,
dition. $4800. Call 759- auto. transmission,
blue, $750. Call 759-4896
44.24.
evenings & weekends.
1979 TOYOTA Celica
5-speed, PS, PB, cruise, 1981 GMC pickup Sierra
new tires, 78,000 miles. Classic, V-8 automatic,
extra's, 47,000 miles
Must sell. Call 762-2550.
1981 GRAND Prix Must sell. Call 753-4703
between 8-5p.m.
Brougham, loaded, 61
000 miles, nice, $5650. 1983 J10 JEEP pickup
4x4. 1 owner. Call
Call 492-8465.
1981 LINCOLN Town 753-8555.
car, signature series, '62 CHEVY pickup,
loaded, excellent con- needs work on motor,
dition, $8,800. Call 753- fair condition. $200
firm. Call 492-8541.
8663.
1981 MERCURY Lynx, 73 DODGE truck, good
4-dr. wagon, PS, PB. tires, fair shape. Call
air, AM-FM, 4-speed, 753-0087.
70,000 mi., good condition, reduced to $2200 5 1 . Campers
Call 753-9553 after 6p.m.
1977 24" COA
OTATT7
1982 RED Trans AM, fully equipped and selflow miles, air, ps, pb, contained. Includes ac,
power lights, AM/FM central heat, awning.
cassette, sharp. $8200. roll up antennea, por753-0521 between 7a.m.- table patio, regular and
microwave ovens. $4895
3:30p.m.
1984 CELEBRITY, Call after 5p m.
loaded, Pioneer AMFM 759-1049.
cassette, 21,000 actual 1977 27' TERRY, selfmiles. Call after 4p.m
contained, air & awning. Call 753-7304.
753-4921.

Bogard Realty
& Auction Co.

Dower. TN 625-231-5150Clarkerffle.111 1115-645-7753
Announcement day of eels will here precedence
over printed emitter.
Ancfloneor: Ed "Iloaleril

Boats Motors

53

Services Offered

53. Services Offered

RAVE

$2000 over Spring
price 33 foot Seagoing
with large front deck, 4
cyl. Volvo engine, air.
shower, radios, tape
player, excellent condition. $8000. See at Town
& Country Marina or
618-524-2533
53

Construction

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing
*Barn Posts
*Fence
Posts
*Treated Lumber

Commercial
Residential
New & Old
Free Estimates
25 Years
Experience

Services Offered •
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
*Metal Roofing
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
*Farm Hardware
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years exSTUMP REMOVAL
perience. Free esSERVICE
timates. Call Charles
Mechanically removed
Barnett 753-5476.
10 inches below the
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
surface, no damage to
Factory authorized for
Industrial Drive
surrounding lawn
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Larry Wood 753-0211 or
Murray. KY.
Brown. Service on gas
1 443 8682.
Phone 759-1099
and electric ranges,
TREES trimmed or
microwaves, disremoved. Also, yard
h washers, re•
ROOFING,
Plumbing, work
Experienced.
frigerators, etc. Earl
Free estimates Call
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- Concrete work, Ad
ditions, Pa)-nting, 436 2690.
5341.
General Carpentry. WET BASEMENT? We
P.A. Molony Co make wet basements
7 5 3 - 8 6 28 . Free dry. Work completely
Estimates.
guaranteed. Call or
SEWING Machine Re
write Morgan Con
pals. All makes and struction Co. Rt 2, Box
Aluminum end vinyl
models. Home & In
409A, Paducah, Ky
siding. Custom trim
dustrail. and bag clos
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
work. References.
ing machines. Also WILL haul your an
Call Will Ed Salley,
scissor sharpning .40 imals to butcher or
733-0609
yrs. experience. Al) market anytime
Re
work guaranteed. Ken
asonable price Call
APPLIANCE
neth Barnhill, 753-2674, 436-2349.
SERVICE. Kenmore, Stella, Ky.
WILL rake yards in the
Westinghouse,
evenings. Call after
Whirlpool. 23 years
4p.m. 759-1863.
experience. Parts and
WILL rake leaves. Call
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser761 3839
Hand
wash
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 436& wax
TLC Cleaning
5848 (home).
your
car $15
DAVE'S WINDOW
Service
CLEANING SERVICE.
Vans &
"When we clean
Professional results.
Satisfied references.
pick-ups $20.
your carpet we
Commercial & rewon't
soak you."
sidential. Free esWash Only $8
timates. 10,-, Senior
References. Call
Citizens discount. Call
PHONE
our answering
753-0873 or. 436-2845.
service
753-3316
753-0734
DENNIS McClure construction, roofing
painting, 'plumbing, interior or exterior.
Phone 502-382-2689, Rt.
1 Sedalia
rENCE sales at Sears
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
X. ClIS OM WOODWORKING
your needs.
•
GENERAL HOME
•
REPAIR. 15 years exSOLID WOOD CABINETS
perience. Carpentry,
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oek • WMnut • Cherry se
concrete, plumbing,
14UNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES 0
roofing, siding. NO JOB
KITCHtfe CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
TO SMALL. Free esCUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURINITURrE REFINISHING
timates. Days 753-6973. •
11
COMPIIT1TIVI PRICES Drop Sy & See Oser Display
nights 474-2276.
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
•
•
as•••kg••••••••••••••
Wedding

753-6123

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

Aluminum
Service Co.

Car Dirty?

Onunr's

Photography

753-8298
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN ST., SUITE B
1 North 3rd Entrance
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
J.L McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528.
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience
Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.
L EE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753 7203.

Hopkins insurance Agency
Kentucky

Central

Insurance Companies

Check Our
Auto Rates
Coll
Dr. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

408 So. 12th
Murray, Ky.
42071

FARM EQUIPMENT
Saturday November 9th
10:00 A.M. to
Location: home of Mr.
Hugh Boyd, Lynnville, KY
Consign Your Equipment!
We will also have room for your farm
machinery to be sold on consignment
This is an ideal time to sell your equipmentl
Days 247-7807, 247-7808
Nights 247-9949

Sale Conducted By
Irrigation Residential

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenzie. Tn
Coemt
901 352 3671 or
901 352 5704
Free Estimates

MOODY'S Mower Re
pair Pickup & delivery
Call 753 5668.
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753 0338
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it You
buy, I install
You
break, I fix. Call 436
2868
• IN
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free es
t mates, References 25
rears experience.
Tremon Farris 759 1987

Professional
Office Cleaners
753 022 1
°Mr.
Prof•asional
Janitorial S•rvicom To
Includ•
Was & Buffing
Vacuuming
Rug's St•ism Cleaned
Trash Disposal
Gianawal Dusting
I Scrubbing
Windows Cleened
Bonded Licensed By City
of Murray

LARRY SEAY'S
AUCTION CO.
Mayfield. K.

Licensed & Bonded in Ky & TN
Not Responsible for Accidents

41

AUCTION
Saturday, October 26, 1985 at
10:00 a.m. at the
University Church of Christ Parking Lot
at 15th and Main Streets, Murray, Ky.
Pre-School Equipment: Swing seats,
decorative window shades, tricycles and other
riding toys, stuffed toys, puzzles, games, slide
wooden building blocks, toy chest, balls, in
ional aides, aisles, wagon with side
struct
boards
Household: RCA cabinet stereo record
player/radio, toaster, pots & pans, assorted
dishes, portable 19" black & white TV, hang
ing glass/macrame' table. reclining chair.
lamps, books, decorative items, record player
chest of drawers, 4 poster bed, 16' garage
door w/all equip. antiques, ceiling fan
Misc: Craft items and materials, baby beds
& mattresses, sheets, baby security.gates for
doors. odds & ends.
Refreshments will be available

Terry Shoemaker Auctioneer
AN proceeds will go to W.A.T.C.H
(Work Activities Training Center
for the Handicapped)
Rain or Shine

1
ildp/011.0.111101.11.
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Phillips' performance distinctive, unique
By RUTH PERKINS
"Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof," by Tennessee
Williams, was a Pulitzet
Prize winning play. in
1955. It's hard to believe
that was 30 years ago.
This play has been performed on stages all
over the country since
then, and we've seen it
on the large and small
screens as well. But in
all those years and
through all those performances, "Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof" remains ELS
fresh and compelling
and immediate as when
it opened in 1955.
It opened again last
Friday: at the Market
House Theatre in
Paducah, to a nearcapacity crowd. It
deserves your attention,
both because a Tennessee Williams play is
never to be taken light1 y , and because
Paducah's Market
House Theatre does not
undertake lightly a play
of this scope and
magnitude.
For more than 20
years — not quite as old,
therefore, as the play —
the Market House
Theatre has been
dedicated to developing
the talent and creativity
of its community for the
production of theatrical
entertainment. The vision and determination
of a lot of hard working
individuals have put
together a theater that
has long given a sense of
pride and achievement
to West Kentucky. The
theater it provides goes

well beyond the run-ofthe-niill amateur performance, and as
talented, creative individuals who take their
art seriously, the casts
and crews of Market
House productions have
a right to be judged by
standards substantially
above those accorded
well-meaning
amateurs.
In this production
of' Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof," Donna Booth
plays Maggie the Cat,
the sultry, frustrated
wife whose love for her
husband has driven her
to destroy whatever
seems to compete for
his attention, even if she
has to threaten what is
most precious to him in
the process. Ms. Booth
is certainly beautiful
enough and sultry
enough to play the role
with conviction, but"
though her Maggie
taunts and slashes and
goads the people around
her, she warms slowly
and never quite
sparkles. Unfortunately, some preoccupation
with her voice — either
a difficulty in maintaining the Mississippi
Delta drawl or a suggestion by someone that she
pitch her voice unnaturally low for a
"sexy" huskiness — has
hindered her range and
projection and forced
her character into
selfconsciousness.
John Geiger is without
a doubt the handsomest
Brick since Paul
Newman, and his rich,

full voice has no difficulty reaching all corners
of the theatre. He seems
hampered, however, by
Brick's crutch: his
movements are stiff and
wooden, and his reading
of the character is often
one-dimensional.
Brick's pain comes
through only as related
to the broken ankle, and
his alienation from
Maggie and the rest of
his world appear only on
the surface.
But if you have to
strain a little to hear
Maggie, if you have to
rely on Williams's
powerful language to
believe Brick, you have
no such qualifications to
place on the performance of Bill Phillips as
Big Daddy, the rich
Mississippi plantation
owner whose family has
gathered to watch him
die of cancer. PhillTps's
Big Daddy is a tour de
force — distinctly, uniquely, commandingly
his own. He plays the
part with such intensity.
such committment, that
he sweeps all the other
actors along with him.
He is, of course, admirably supported by
Mary Margaret Hoffman as Big Mama, the
long-suffering wife of
Big Daddy; and by
Wayne Floyd and Debra
Harned as Mae and
Gooper, Big Daddy's
older son Eulfi daughterin-law who are so anxious to demonstrate
their love for Big Daddy
and each other by producing five-going-on-six

children to carry on the
family name. Valerie
Joyce Timmons, Donya
Floyd, Tara Wise,
Nicholas Rees, and
Krista Hamby all have
very attractive little
necks, but they are
nonetheless entirely
bflievable as the "noneck monsters."
This is a thoughtful,
polished production,
enhanced by Michael L.
Cochran's set, which
manages to suggest the
Delta heat and the
character's painful
isolation and earthy
romanticism without
being in any way binding or static. Director
April Cochran uses this
set, as Williams uses the
stage itself, to open
Williams's stark, uncompromising window
on the suffering and
cruelty that human beings inflict on
themselves and each
other.
"Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof" continues at the
Market House Theatre
in Paducah this
weekend, with performances Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
nights at 8 p.m. and Sunday afternoon at 2:30,
and you can call for
reservations at 444-6828.
If you enjoy classic
American drama and
quality theatre, you'll
find them in admirable
combination in Pdducah
this weekend, at the
Market House. Tennessee Williams and Bill
Phillips — how can you
lose?
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All Appliances Greatly Reduced
THIS IS ONLY AN EXAMPLE OF OUR SUPER BUYS!!
-"A

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles
II Corinthians 4:1-12
From the day on which
Christ saved him until
the
end
of
his
remarkable ministerial
career, Paul never ceased to marvel at the
depths of the mercy
which God extended to
him. The motivating

the gospel which he
preached so earnestly
and faithfully. Satan
kept the minds of those
who rejected Christ
blinded from seeing the
truth—and being governed
by it.
•
Godly Paul was subjected to suspicion,
force in all of his criticism,
malice,
preaching was what God slander and persecution.
had done for him. Those When his enemies
accuswho knew him well, and ed him of
dishonesty,
had the joyous privilege duplicity and deceit,
of hearing his scriptural Paul promptly denied
messages, realized that
his preaching was sup- that he had any temptation or inclination to
ported by a godly life.
misrepresent or to
Unfortunately, there deceive. Knowing that he
were some wild disliked had declared the truth,
Paul, would not accept he was willing for God to
him as a man sent from use it to accomplish the
denied
his divine purpose. Instead
God,
apostleship, and rejected of trying to exalt his own

name, as some of his
critics had charged that
he was doing, Paul let
them know that he fully
intended to continue
faithfully with the proclamation of the glorious
gospel in all sincerity
and boldness. He refused
to alter or twist the Word
of God to conform to the
opinions of his critics.
Through the influence of
Satan, Paul was frequently
perplexed,
pressured
and
persecuted, but he refused to be discouraged
because he knew that
God was with him and
that He would never forsake him. He knew that
God would never fail to
see him through his
ordeals in life.
Out of the crucible of
experience Paul learned
how to accept some
things that he could not
understand and explain.
As long as God permitted
him to remain earth
the Apostle waed to be
submissivecand obedient
to Christ. As he continued to minister to
those who needed Christ,
he maintained the con-

fidence and assurance
that he would be sustained by the power of God,
regardless of what unfavorable and trying circumstances he might be
called upon to face. Constant exposure to the
possibility or threat of
death did not daunt him.
He was committed to
Christ in such a way that
nothing could turn him
aside from the duties and
opportunities of the
Christian
glorious
ministry.
From Paul we learn
that any devoted Christian can expect to be called upon to suffer for
Christ. Those who are
true
and
faithful
the
for
witnesses
redeeming Christ will
certainly rejoice greatly
when they enjoy the
blessed reunion with
those in heaven whom
they had the privilege of
introducing to Christ
while they were here on
earth. In spite of our
limitations our gracious
God can accomplish His
precious will in and
through us, as we follow
and obey Him.

Berk and Don Petersen
is ingenious if untidy.
Characters and guns
are misplaced and
never found again. The
most affecting sceres
are between father and
son. After Hackman brings them through a
perilous ear chase,
Dillon mutters, "And
you're the guy that
warms up the car in the
summertime!"
•
Only in the final
minutes does "Target"
falter. The showdown is
unconvincingly
theatrical and
awkwardly staged. And
not much of a surprise.
Hackman hasn't been
in such good form since
"The French Connection ." Compassion
shines through that
plain American face,
and he is convincing as
a man capable of swift,
deadly action.
In "The Flamingo

Kid," Matt Dillon
revealed depth behind
his well-known boyish
charm, and he is again
impressive in "Target."
If he continues to
mature and make good
choices, Dillon could enjoy ajengthy career.
Rated R for language
and violence.
————
Motion Picture
Association of America
rating definitions:
G — General audiences. All ages
admitted.
PG — Parental
guidance suggested.
Some material may not
be suitable for children.

Showtime
By BOB THOMAS
AP Writer
Just when you thought
all the spy plots had
been expended by
James Bond, George
Smiley and associates,
along comes "Target"
with a new and intriguing premise.
Gene Hackman runs a
lumberyard in Dallas,
living a quiet, comfortable life with his sensuous wife, Gayle Hunnicutt. Their son, Matt
Dillon, is something of a
problem, a self admitted underachiever
who has dropped out of
school with ambitions of
becoming a race car
mechanic. Hunnicutt
leaves alone on a European tour, and disappears in Paris.
Father and son fly to
Paris to hunt for her,
and suddenly they are
Involved in shooting
scrapes. The son, who

considers his father as
hip as Lawrence Welk,
discovers that the old
man can speak fluent
French and handle a
gun.
"A long time ago, I
worked for the CIA."
Hackman confesses. In
fact, he had been chief
spy in charge of the
misnamed Operation
Clean Sweep. An enemy
agent escaped the
dragnet, and he has kidnapped Hackman's
wife, intent on revenge.
"Target" is the work
of experienced hands:
producers Richard D.
Zanuck and David
Brown ("Jaws," "The
Sting"); director Arthur Penn ("The
Miracle Worker,""Bonnie and Clyde"). The
movie has a rich,
authentic look, and
Penn handles the chase
scenes masterfully.
The script by Howard

R —, Restricted.
Under 17 requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian.
X — No one under 17
admitted. Some states
may have higher age
restrictions.

WEEKENDERS-(weleen'ders)
An area of Corn-Austin
designated for the casual man.
Comfortable Casuals
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off EVERY DAY!

Model JEM21

25" Diagonal
CONSOLE COLOR TV
tviODEL 25PC5808P
• High performance electronics designed for
reliability
• Color Monitor"' System automatically adjusts color
• High Contrast picture tube
• Lighted channel numbers for easy viewing
• Authentic Mediterranean styling

SAVE COUNTERSPACE WITH
SPACEMAKER II"
MICROWAVE OVEN
Wide .8 Cu. ft. cavity. Easy to
install in less than an hour.
Word Prompting Display provides programming instructions. Time Cook 1 & 2 lets you
set two power levels within one
time cook program. Auto
Roast. Time of Day Clock.
5 Power Levels.

Model DDE6350G
GE HEAVY-DUTY
AUTOMATIC DRYER
3 cycles including automatic permanent press
4 drying selections, with
no-heat air-fluff. Porcelain
enamel finish drum, Aamov
able up-front lint filter

SERVICE
APTIIIR
SALE!

meow asor000
• Temperature %tow Svohar+ suet:woo...ally
hoots the
witty tt noteate &moil no Two wash cycle
to pot Yr,

OHIOAN Spilleffing titian umng tnlot
water tompe,o,, 't.t,to,
tows, 120*r

LARGE
INVENTORY!

EASY
COMPLETE
IN-STORE
LINE OF
FINANCING! PARTS!

FAST
HOME
EFFICIENT
OWNED!
SERVICE

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street-753-1586
Howard Coy 8. John Simmons Owners
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